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Abstract

A method is suggested for the rapid classification of ecological

surveys by using a calculator.

This method uses consine angle (a) enclosed between position

vectors as the coefficente of correlation and operates on composition of

fuzzy matrix.
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Abstract The Multi-Dimensional Sphere Model ( MDSM ) a new

multivariate analysis method, was used to analyze vegetation succes-

sional trend on Fort Carson using Land Condition Trend Analysis (LC-

TA) data collected in 1989 and 1993. MDSM analyzes vegetation suc-

cessional trend by species , and is designed to include as many species

as required . MDSM expresses the result by vector, instead of a scalar.

Data on 188 species were collected at 203 transects (quadrats) on Fort

Carson in both 1989 and 1993 . This concept of trend analysis was ex-

plained using a studenfs report card. In this analogy the trend was de-

termined by comparing a student's ( installation ) mid-term and final

grades (1989 and 1993 data) by subject (species) . The parent (land

manager) analyzes the trend to determine what action to take. The

trend analysis was conducted by first centralizing and standardizing the

1989 and 1993 data. The trend value for each species was then ob-

tained by dividing the standardized 1993 value by the standardized

1989 value. There was no change in trend if the 1989 standardized val-

ue was identical to that of 1993 for the trend value would be one • The

trend was up if the 1993 standardized value was greater, and the trend

was down if the 1993 value was less than that of 1989. TTie data was

used to evaluate range successional trends of Fort Carson at both the in-

^5>t/f



stallation level and the management area level . The data indicated that

installation range succession was in an upward trend and that range

succession trends varied by management area.

MDSM was also used to estimate the future states of the range

condition. The results can assist the land manager in determining what

action, if any, would be required. All analyses were accomplished us-

ing Quattro Pro 5.0 for Windows

.

i —i—— x m

'
1971 " "

" Long Term Ecology Research LTER)"," CERN)"

1985 "
Land Condition Trend Analysis, LCTA)"

( Center for Ecological Management of Military Lands,

CEMML) 1993

LCTA 1989

LCTA 203 6 x 100

1994

30 LCTA
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SIHY 0.7931 0.02 3.57 2.8227 0.07 0.26 0.24

ORHY 1.2611 0.03 2.91 3.6601 0.09 0.27 0.26

BRIN2 0.6257 0.02 2.04 1.2759 0.03 0.07 0.06

JUNCU 1.1724 0.03 1.82 2.1330 0.05 0.10 0.09

SALIX 0.5665 0.01 1.50 0.8473 0.02 0.03 0.03

ATCO 0.3202 0.01 1.45 0.4631 0.01 0.02 0.02

SAVE4 0.1232 0.00 1.44 0.1773 0.00 0.01 0.01

ATCA2 0.3793 0.01 1.38 0.5222 0.01 0.02 0.02

FRJA 0.4187 0.01 1.37 0.5714 0.01 0.02 0.02

CHNA2 0.4384 0.01 1.34 0.5862 0.02 0.02 0.02

CEM02 2.2217 0.06 1.19 2.6305 0.07 0.08 0.08

QUGA 2.6256 0.07 1.17 3.0591 0.08 0.09 0.09

AGROP 7.8867 0.20 1.16 9.1379 0.23 0.27 0.26

0RMI2 0.6207 0.02 1.15 0.7094 0.02 0.02 0.02

YUGLG 1.5862 0.04 1.11 1.7537 0.04 0.05 0.05

PIED 11.6946 0.30 1.08 12.576 0.32 0.35 0.33

EULA5 0.5468 0.01 1.07 0.5813 0.01 0.02 0.01

ARIST 4.5616 0.12 1.05 4.8177 0.12 0.13 0.12

JUMO 3.4433 0.34 1.05 14.024 0.36 0.38 0.35

RHTR 1.0788 0.03 1.03 1.1133 0.03 0.03 0.03

PIPO 1.8670 0.05 1.02 1.9064 0.05 0.05 0.05

STIPA 3.7685 0.10 0.98 3.6847 0.09 0.09 0.09

BOGR 32.2020 0.82 0.97 31.004 0.80 0.77 0.72
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ANGE 1.0788 0.03 0.96 1.0345 0.03 0.03 0.02

BOCU 2.6946 0.07 0.94 2.5369 0.07 0.06 0.06

OPIM 0.2611 0.01 0.89 0.2315 0.01 0.01 0.00
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Abstrad TTie Multi-Dimensional Sphere Model ( MDSM ) a new

method of multivariate analysis is introduced here for analyzing trends

in vegetation succession . The MDSM uses individual plant species , or

species groups, as dimensions of a multi-dimensional space , and

quadrats as points (vectors) in the space . All quadrats are projected

onto the unit supersphere . The model analyzes all species simultane-

ously and independently as each species is treated as an orthogonal ax-

is . TTie MDSM defines the quotient of elements of previous and current

standardized state vectors as a successional trend, expressed as a trend

vector, analyzing vegetation composition change over time. This suc-

cessional trend can then be extended to predict future states of the veg-

etation . The model was tested with date from the Land Condition Trend

Analysis at Fort Carson in southeastern Colorado , showed good results

for vegetation succession trend analysis

.

Key words Land condition trend analysis , Supersphere , Euclidean

distance , Trend analysis , Trend vector, State vector
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Abstract: The Multi-Dimensional Sphere Model (MDSM) a new da-

ta analysis method based on multivariate space ( m- space) is applied

to stock market data for temporal dynamic analysis . MDSM uses multi-

component vectors ( m- vectors) to express the state of the market. The

rotation of the vector in the m- space is used to express the dynamics of

the market . TTie quotient of the cosine values of the vectors is defined

as Multivariate Instantaneous Trend ( MIT) and the stocks are ranked

by their trend values.

Key words: MDSM, m- space, vectors, multivariate instantaneous

trend, ShangGao Index, System monitoring , multivariate exponential

equation
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Abstract: The Multi-Dimensional Sphere Model is a new multivariate



data analysis method based on extended vector analysis derived from

natural resource monitoring. A vector is a quantity stating both a mag-

nitude and direction • MDSM extended the classic vector analysis from 3

dimension to multidimension , so it can handle more than three vari-

ables simultaneously . MDSM defined vector division , so it can manipu-

late the exponential growth. Thus, it is suitable for variables in sci-

ences of biology , financing, information , and economics . When ap-

plied to mutual fund data, MDSM builds a multidimensional space with

funds, expresses the market with a multicomponent vector. It expresses

the quantity of the market with vector length, and expresses the state

with direction . It uses the quotient of cosine values , present over pre-

vious, to express the changing trend of the funds, and trade them

based on their trend values . In a seven-month test an account directed

by MDSM returned 25.82% , not only higher than the average of the

20 involved funds (2.64% ) , but also better than the best individual

fund performance ( 18.98% )

.

Key words: MDSM, m- space , m- vectors , exponential growth,

multivariate exponential equation , vector analysis , Trend, multivariate

analysis , competitive resource management
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1023111084 CNTAX 330.297 7.13 COLFX 232.021 10.15

1027111411 CONAX 183.034 12.10 COLHX 343.899 6.44

1103143459 CTCAX 412.263 5.57 NGCAX 208.000 11.04

1105144452 COLHX 343.899 6.57 CNTAX 294.578 7.67

1110140774 NGCAX 207.998 10.43 CFGAX 111.720 19.03

1113140859 CSMIX 83.073 28.19 COLIX 360.281 6.50

1119150046 COLIX 360.282 6.50 SRSAX 173.855 13.47

1201 155818 CNTAX 295.269 7.66 COEAX 154.070 14.68

1204 COLFX 232.020 10.90 CSMIX 86.404 29.27

1204 COEAX 154.070 14.73 COLGX 106.250 21.36

0115141608 CFGAX 116 190 20.22 CFSAX 211.841 11.09

0115141608 SRSAX 174.050 15.07 COLIX 401.053 6.64

0125

0126 CSMIX 86.404 29.5 SRSAX 165.621 15.39

0128153790 [COLGX 109.42 21.55 STMAX 155.643 15.15|
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Abstract: Monitoring grassland is important and possible. Multi-Di-

mensional Sphere Model (MDSM) is a new multivariate data analysis

method to analyze the grassland monitoring data. Grassland can be ex-

pressed as a point in multivariate space, or a multi-component vector.

The magnitude of the vector expresses the biomass of the grassland, but

the direction of the vector expresses the composition of the grassland.



For temporal dynamic analysis , the composition of the grassland is

more important than the production of the grassland , and the ratio of

the changes can explain more than the differences do . Both the geomet-

rical and arithmetic series can be adopted to analyze the grassland mon-

itoring data. However, MDSM prefers the geometrical series . Moving

average and second degree trend may be introduced to improve the

model.

Key words: Grassland Monitoring, Multi-variate Time Series, Multi-

Dimensional Sphere Model, Geometrical Series, Arithmetic Series
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Model, MDSM)
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Two and Multi-Dimensional Spaces , multi-component vectors

,

communities of plants. Sample space and variable space, R analysis

and Q analysis . Magnitude and direction of the vectors . MDSM on

Knowledge tree. Three subscripts data, D"j, variable-sample-

time m-data analysis

Temporal Dynamic Analysis, TDA)
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WHAT CAN WE DISCOVER FROM
1,2,3 TO 2,3,4?

An Introduction to

Instantaneous Trend Analysis

.

Lets consider a situation where vegetation recovering from a fire

event, such as Yellowstone National Park. The first year, say 1994,

the data collected were 1 2 3 and the second year, 1995, were 2
3 4 respectively . These measurements represent the abundances of

trees , shrubs, and grasses

.

The data will look like these:

"^^. Plants

Year
Trees Shrubs Grasses Total

1994 1 3 6

1995 4 9

What can we discover from 1-2-3 to 2-3-4?

1) All of us can see that the vegetation changed from 1994 to

1995.

2) Most of us will agree that the vegetation have increased , but

different plants may increase at different speeds. These may be consid-

ered as a temporal dynamics of vegetation

.

^^t/f



3) Some of us would analyze the data and found out that:

Trees increased 2/1 = 200%

Shrubs increased 3/2 = 150% , but

Grasses increased 4/3 = 133% , aud

The Total increased 9/6 = 150% , respectively.

The data will look like these:

Year
Trees Shrubs TotalGrasses

1994 1 3 6

1995 3 4 9

Increasing 200% 150% 133% 150%

4)A

However, there may not be many of us who agree that the grasses

are relatively decreasing, while all the figures appear to be increasing.

To discover the instantaneous changing trends for each plant at given

year, we use the total increasing ratio to adjust each single increasing

ratio and name this as Trend Values , short for Multivariate Instanta-

neous Trends for 1995. The Total increasing ratio is 9/6 = 150% . Af-

ter using this Total ratio to adjust the ratio of each plant, the Trend

Values for each plant are:

^(0 = 200%/150% = 1.33,

Tis)
= 150%/150% 1 .0 and

r
(g)

= 133%/150% =0.89 respectively.

The above analysis are expressed in the following table 4) A:

at

c§

Trom

1,2,3

7b

2,3,4?

/S7



4)A

Year ^^^^ Trees Shrubs Grasses Total

1994 1 6

1995 4 9

Increasing 200% 150% 133% 150%

Trend Value 1.33 1.00 0.89

The Trend Value is the increasing ratio of plants adjusted by that

of the Total . The Trend Value for each plant can also be obtained by

another means.

4)B :

The portions of the trees, shrubs, and grasses for the 1994 were

plants divided by total:

Trees i%) 1/6= 17%,

Shrubs (% )
= 2/6 = 33% , and

Grasses (% )
= 3/6 = 50% , respectively.

TTie portions for 1995 were:

7>ee5 (%) =2/9 = 22%,

Shrubs i%) = 3/9 33% and

Grasses (% ) =4/9 = 44%, respectively.

TTie trends for the three plants are portions (95) divided by por-

tions(94)

T(0 =22/17= 1.33,

, =33/33 = 1.00 and

T(g) = 44/50 = 0.89, respectively

•

The above trend analysis are shown in the following table 4)B:



^^-^Plants
Year ^

_

Trees Shrubs Grasses
Total

# % # % # %

1994 1 17 33 50 6

1995 2 22 3 33 4 45 9

Trend Value 1.33 1 0.89

The percentage is the ratio of the value of the plants over total.

And the Trend Value is the ratio of percent of 1995 over 1994.

5 ) We can rank the plants by their Trend Values

^(0 = 1.33

r(s) = 1.00

T(
S)
= 0.88

The conclusion TTie trend for trees is increasing , as the Trend

Value of the trees is greater than one while the trend of grasses is de-

creasing as the Trend Value of grasses is less than one

.

6) Without the concept of multivariate instantaneous trend, it is

very difficult to convince people that this land will be dominated by

trees and most of the grasses will be gone in 10 years, provided the

trends remain the same in the next ten years:

1.33
10 = 17 and

0.8810 = 0.31.

The above trend analysis and prediction can be shown in the fol-

lowing table:

Plants

Year
Trees Shrubs Grasses Total

1994 1 3 6

1995 2 3 4 9



Increasing 200% 150% 133% 150%

Trend Value 1.33 1 0.88

T10 17.31 1 0.31

7) Conclusion

We can definite the adjusted increasing ratio as instantaneous

trend for plant i at time A; , in a simplified form

Ta,k) = X'
( ifk)/[X

r

( ifK _i)]

Where X' are relative abundance expressed in a percentage form:

X(i) ~i:x(l)

With the trend analysis we discovered that Trees are increasing

the most, the Shrubs are stable, but Grasses are decreasing. Further-

more we may make a best prediction based on existing information that

the vegetation will be dominated by trees in ten years, instead of the

present grass community

.

8) Discussion

In temporal dynamic analysis , the MDSM assume that the changes

of plants can only be discovered by comparison of the present over past

of the plants unless it is proved otherwise . In other words it is the

presumption of MDSM that all plants are function of environment ex-

pressed by community, and every plant is important and should be kept

in temporal dynamics analysis

.

TTie instantaneous trend value is a function of time. This makes it

more flexible and different from the long term average trend.

9) Further Discussion

We extend this discussion to two-dimensional space. Please recall

4^ ^^^f



in
two ancient great Mathematicians : Shang Gao () from China and

Pythagoras (BC 500- 580) from Greece.

They discovered the relationship between the vector length and it's

components in two dimensional space:

3
2 + 42 = 5

2
.

In other words, in two dimensional space

,

3 + 4 = 5, instead of 7

.

While the sum is interpreted as vector length, the percentage is

interpreted as cosine values:

3/5 = 0.6, and 4/5 = 0.8.

Hie two cosine values determine the direction of the vector. When

the cosine values of 0.6 and . 8 change the vector will change direc-

tion on the plane, and vise versa.

Hiis can further be extended to multi-dimensional space

vector length of x( is the square root of the sum of the squares,

kx] =V S x (i)
2

In our case, vector length of (1,2,3) = ^14 = 3.74, and vector

length of (2,3,4) 729 = 5.39.

We can use these values replacing the sum and begin our discus-

sion all over again. This time, our discussion is in 3-space and the

trees, shrubs, and grasses are represented by three axes. We can

imagine the state vector of vegetation is rotating in 3-space, from (1/

3.74 2/3.74 3/3.74) in 1994 to (2/5.39, 3/5.39, 4/5.39),

1995.

Tliis supplies a new tool that we may use to investigate vegetation

changes over time.

Summary of 9)

Using a vector sum instead of scalar sum in multi-space , the
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changes in vegetation can be seen as the state vector rotating in multi-

space. Thus, people can monitor the vegetation dynamics by tracing

the movement of the state vector on the unit hyper-sphere. This new

method of performing Multivariate-Instantaneous-Trend analysis and

system monitoring was named as the Multi-Dimensional Sphere Model

(MDSM).

In the MDSM, an observation is expressed as a point or an m-

vector in -space, and a community is the centroid of the observa-

tions . The state of the vegetation is then a standardized ( nomialized

)

centroid i.e. , the center of the projections of the observations on the

unit hyper-sphere.

In MDSM the distance expresses the quantity while the direction

expresses the quality . In other words the distance of a vector relates to

the production of a vegetation while direction of the vector contains the

composition information of the vegetation . MDSM considers that the

vegetation A = (1,2,3) equals to vegetation A' = (10 20 30) as

the two are in the same direction; but the two are different from vegeta-

tion B = (3 2, 1) although A and B have the same vector length.

Furthermore the trend may express the slope of the trace on the hyper-

sphere , which indicates the reasons that have caused the changes

.

P.S. What is expected after 1-2-3 and 2-3-4?

If people ever wanted to predict the state of the vegetation for

1996 based on the existing information, what they may do? People can

predict the vegetation using the information collected horn last two

years. The MDSM supposes the trend remains the same in neighbor-

hood, and makes a prediction for next time interval:

= ^(k) x ^(k)

and this presumption of " exponential growth in neighborhood"

4^ ^^^ff



brings in prediction errors. In the latest research, the prediction was

adjusted by updated observation i.e. , collected data from the next

time interval

:

E=(P+D)/2, and

R = sin< E - P> .

Where the E, P D , and R are m- vectors of expectation pre-

diction , observation , and error, respectively

.

In above example , as the 1995 were (2, 3 4) and the trend

were (1 .33, 1 0.89) , so the prediction of 1996 based on the existing

information are P% = (2.66, 3 3.56)

.

If the collected data on 1996 were Z) = (3, 4, 5) , then the ex-

pectation for the true value of 1996 would be E - ( P + D )/2 =

(2.83 3.5, 4.28), and the prediction error would be R - (0.17

0.5, 0.72) . This prediction error would be smaller than the differ-

ences from the two observations 96 - 95 = ( 1 , 1 1).

The entire procedure of temporal dynamic analysis is shown in the

following table:

Year
^ Trees Shrubs Grasses Total

1994 1 3 6

1995 3 4 9

Percentage 200% 150% 133% 150%

r-Value-95 1.33 1 0.89

P-1996 2.66 3.56

D-1996 4

£-1996 2.83 4.28

/M996 0.17 0.5 0.72
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Interested readers please come to Aug. 14, session 155 of Ecolog-

ical Society of America meeting.

(1995 12 2- 12
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About "Ocosaie Coefficient"

Message 58/99 From Tugjayzhab Bai

Jan 19 , 97 10:02:40 pm -0700

Subject Ochiai coefficient

To mdsm@ gpsrvl . gpsr , colostate . edu

Date: Sun, 19 Jan 1997 2202 40 - 0700 (MST)

Cc jbai ( Tugjayzhab Bai ) sino - ecol@ biomod .^v. vt. edu

STATSOC -L@MHC . MTHOLYOKE . EDU

Is there any body knows anything about "Ochiai Coefficient"?

Dear friends,

I used to think that cosine value as a similarity coefficient was

mentioned in "Multivariate Analysis in Community Ecology" ( Gauch

,

1982, Cambridge) and discussed and applied in vegetation classifica-

tion in "Exploration of Numerical Classification of Form Leymus Chi-

nensis ..." (Bai, 1982, University of Inner Mongolia ) . However,

recently , when I was reading "Data Analysis in Community and Land-

scape Ecology" (Jongman et. al. , 1995, Cambridge) I found that the

cosine was named as "Ochiai coefficient" . However, I could not find

related reference in the book. Is there anybody can tell me more detail

about the Ochiai ' work, such as, is he a mathematician or an ecolo-

gist, is he the same person as the editor of "Advanced Studies in Pure

Mathematics 18 and when he used cosine value as similarity of coef-

J46ut
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ficient?

Thank you very much.

Jay Bai

(Jongman, et. al. 1995, page 178) "More emphasis is

given to qualitative aspects by not considering a site as point but as a

vector. Understandably , the direction of this vector tells us something

about the relative abundances of species . The similarity of two sites can

be expressed as some function of the angle between the vector of these

sites. Quite common is the use of the cosine (or Ochiai coefficient)

cos< > =OS(iJ)

V S Y{k,i)
2 x \/ S Y{u,j)

2

Message 57/99 From Philip Dixon

Jan 20 , 97 10:03:21 am -0500

Date: Mon 20 Jan 1997 10:03:21 -0500

To jbai@ lamar . ColoState . EDU

Subject Ochiai coefficient Reply

Dr. Bai,

I may be able to shed a small amount of light on the Ochiai coeffi-

cient •

However, I can't answer your questions about Ochiai' s back-

ground. I suspect he was a member of the active Japanese population

biology of the 1950 s. To get much more info, you might ask some

Japanese ecologists or someone like David Goodall who was active at

that time.

I usually see Ochiai' s coefficient associated with a presence/ab-

,5>



tn
sence coefficient

a

\/a + b x \/a + c

(e.g. Goodall chapter in Whittaker 1982, Ordination of plant

communities , or Digby and Kempton 1987 Multivariate analysis of e-

cological communities ) . The reference is Ochiai , A. 1957. Zoogeo-

graphical studies on the solid fishes found in Japan and its neighbouring

regions. Bull . Japanese Society of ScientificFisheries 22 526 - 530

.

Of course, this coefficient is the 0/1 analog of the cosine coefficient for

continuous data. This might be the reason van Tongeren and others

synonomize the two. As an aside, many coefficients have multiple

names . Tlie Bray Curtis is an especially prolific one

.

Hope this helps,

Philip Dixon

( 4- 3
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A Case of Projection

From: marco [ sandeco@MBOX . VOL . IT]

Sent: Tuesday, June 09, 1998 3:23 AM

To ECOLOG -L@UMDD . UMD . EDU -

Subject number of species - Mathem. predetermination -

Hello everyone

,

Who could be useful for this problem

.

I am a biologist and in my ecology researches . I try to forecast

what the evolution in the number of animal species will be? I assumed

there is an interrelation with cohabitant living organisms

.

Example:

In a pond we find 4 species of living organisms I II HI

W In monthly surveys we observe if their number increased, de-

creased or remained constant thus assessing them respectively 1 2,

X.

After 10 observations the result will be:

X

4^ ^^^f



2 12 2

12 2 1

X 1 2 2

X 2 1 2

2 112
What would the next sequence of number will be

TTiere always is a law which is non-visible to the eye but identifi-

able through a system . Is there a software available able to work this

out?

TTianks.

Marco/Italy

From: T. Jay Bai [bai@gpsr.colostate.edu]

Sent: Tuesday, June 16 1998 7:53 AM

To: sandeco@MBOX . VOL . IT

Subject RE number of species •

Marco/Italy

If you could give me the raw data instead of converted data I can

offer a try. Or you can download a DOS executable computer software,

SMM-52 , from http://lamar.colostate.edu/ ~ jbai to try out your self.

When run the program, your control numbers are 4 10 which means

four dimensional space , ten vectors

.

Best,

T. Jay BAI, Ph.D.

— End —

Jl
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From Marco Canepa [ sandeco@ tin . it ]

Sent: Wednesday, June 17 1998 11:09 AM

To: Jay Bai

Subject Here are the data

Hello Jay,

Thank you for your message and your offer to give a try.

I gladly send to you in annex the raw data from a recent work. I

tried to connect with the address you wrote, but I am sorry to say I

have no idea on how to type that wave symbol preceding jbai

Warm regards. Marco

Marco Canepa

sandeco® tin. it

I n m W V
504 280 1453 1344 368

466 271 1460 1368 374

485 275 1520 1352 410

465 267 1459 1361 430

436 261 1523 1429 430

473 260 1440 1415 409

516 265 1600 1388 434

481 253 1536 1347 406

531 235 1442 1387 384

620 232 1270 1406 361

624 241 1248 1438 388

670 236 1071 1425 381

639 241 1149 1454 411

4t



621 247 1112 1417 404

-End-

From: Jay Bai [bai@gpsr.colostate.edu]

Sent: Thureday, June 18 1998 5:45 PM

To: sandeco@ MBOX . VOL . IT

Cc MDSM (E - mail) bai@ gpsr. colostate . edu

Subject A Sample of Multivariate Temporal Dynamic Analysis

Dear Marco,

Please find enclosed multivariate temporal dynamic analysis output

that you requested

.

Your variables are I II IE IV and V . I am not sure what

they represent . Just as an example , I assumed that these species were

plant species, and the values were their productions , and I further as-

sumed that your data were vegetation data, i.e. , all five species were

collected from the same community . Under these presumptions , I per-

formed a multivariate temporal dynamic analysis. If these data were

other ecological data, then you can convert them to responded species

accordingly.

TTiere are two tables attached . The first table MarcoData is your

original data. The second table, Marcoout , is the output of the com-

puter software of MultiDimensional Sphere Model (MDSM) •

The MDSM treats your vegetation data as 5 component vectors , 5-

vector, and every species as a component of the vector. For example

,

the five values, 504 , 280 1453 1344, and 368 together made the 5-

vector that represents the vegetation of the first year. In other words,

the column Data is a 5-vector representing the observation of the vege-

Ccise
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tation at given year, and same as the column P (projection) E (ex-

pectation) , R ( prediction error) , and T ( multivariate instantaneous

trend, see below)

.

There are 14 identical tables inside the Marcoout for each year of

the 14 years. Hiere are eight columns and they are explained briefly

below:

The first column is the variable names such as plant species

I II III , IV , and V vector length(V Length) cosine, and sys-

tem monitoring coefficient^ SMC) •

P projection values of the given year based on the previous in-

formation . (But for the first year, the projection values are the same as

the original vegetation observation data .

)

D Observation Data. These are the values that the program read

from the input vegetation data that you supplied

.

E Expectation . Expected true values of the vegetation at given

year (E = P + D , it is weighted averages from projections and obser-

vations) .

IV Importance Values. It is the importance values, or relative

composition of the plant species in the vegetation

.

/?: Projection Error. R = E - P. Please notice that, the error

definition is the difference between the projections and expectations

,

instead of between the projections and observations.

)

T: Multivariate Instantaneous Trend. T : IV( k) /IV( k .i) . This

model analyzes the composition change of the vegetation. It considers

the composition change is the essential change of the vegetation, or any

community

.

P(k+i) Vegetation Projection for the next year ( k is the index of

the year)

.

^+



The first five rows of the output describe the five species . The last

three rows describe the general condition of the vegetation

.

V Length vector sum or vector lengths describe the general sit-

uation of the vegetation

cosine: cosine values between the two vectors describing the correlation

between the two vectras. The cosine values under column D express the cor-

relation between the cijseivations: cosine < Z)(k) D(k-i) > while the val-

ues under column E express the correlation between the observation

and expectation cosine < D , E > .

SMC System Monitoring Coefficient SMC = cos < E , D > /cos

< D D > . When the SMC value is greater than or close to one, we

consider that the model is woricing for system monitoring and ifs projec-

tions were over fitting or correct fitting the observations

.

TTie lowest SMC value during the 14 years is the year of 11

0.9981 and the highest SMC values occurred on year of 10 1 .0030.

As both of them are not much less than one, we consider the projec-

tions are fitting with the observations

.

In your original email, you asked that: "What would the next se-

quence of number will be ? ' As a temporal dynamic analysis model,

the MDSM projected the values for the 15th yeafs vegetation . Tlie val-

ues for the plant species I II IE IV and V , are:

597.59, 255.01, 1133.47 1408.26, and 410.29, respectively

(k=14,k+l = 15).

How close is this projection? We have to wait till next year to find

out. But from the history of the analysis , i.e. the years of 2 - 13, we

can expect that it would be a very close projection

.

For your second question "Is there a software available able to

work this out?" Tlie answer is yes. A DOS executable computer pro-

Ji
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gram, SMM52, based on MDSM performing temporal dynamic analy-

sis, can be down loaded from my webpage

http //lamar • colostate • edu/ ~ jbai

You can just click the webpage address instead of typing it as

you mentioned that there is no "wave" key on your keyboard. Further-

more there are some other references about this model that you may be

interested to check out from the web page.

If you have any more questions please contact us or send your mes-

sage to

MDSM@ grpsr . colostate . edu (2006 Note: Now, it is TJBMDSM®

yahoo . com or TJBMDSM@ MSN . NET)

Best Wishes

T. Jay Bai, Ph.D.

Table One MarcoData (this can be omitted)

I n IE ]V V
504 280 1453 1344 368

466 271 1460 1368 374

485 275 1520 1352 410

465 267 1459 1361 430

436 261 1523 1429 430

473 260 1440 1415 409

516 265 1600 1388 434

481 253 1536 1347 406

531 235 1442 1387 384

620 232 1270 1406 361



624 241 1248 1438 388

670 236 1071 1425 381

639 241 1149 1454 411

621 247 1112 1417 404

Table Two Marco Out (This was an computer output ASCII file.

We put them into a table for readers convenience
.

)

K= 1

P D E IV R T P(k + i)

I 504 504 5(M 0.24067 5(H

n 280 280 280 0.13370 280

m 1453 1453 1453 0.69384 1453

w 1344 1344 1344 0.64179 1344

V 368 368 368 0.17572 368

2094.13V Length 2094.13 2094.13 1 2.23606

cosine

SMC

K = 2

P(k) D E IV R T P(k + i)

I 504 466 473.6 0.22517 -30.4 0.93562 436.00

n 280 271 272.8 0.12970 -7.2 0.97007 262.89

in 1453 1460 1458.6 0.69350 5.6 0.99951 1459.29

IV 1344 1368 1363.2 0.64815 19.2 1.00990 1381.54

V 368 374 372.8 0.17725 4.8 1.00866 377.24

V Length 2105.58 2103.21 1 37.4037 2107.06

cosine 0.9998 0.9999

SMC 1.0001

^
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K = 3

P(k) D E .
IV R y

T 436.00 485 475.2 0.22203 39.19 0.986CM 478.23

n 262.89 275 272.57 0.12736 Q.68 0.98192 270.02

in 1459.29 1520 1507.85 0.70454 48.56 1.01591 1544.18

IV 1381.54 1352 1357.91 0.63447 -23.63 0.97890 1323.48

V 377.24 410 403.44 0.18851 26.20 1.06351 436.04

V Length 2148.78 2140.19 1 72.34 2151.24

cosine 0.99% 0.9995

SMC 0.9999

K = 4

P(k) D E IV R T

I 478.23 465 467.646 0.22077 -10.58 0.99431 462.35

n 270.02 267 267.605 0.12633 -2.42 0.99194 264.84

in 1544.18 1459 1476.03 0.69682 -68.14 0.989M 1443.02

IV 1323.48 1361 1353.49 0.63897 30.01 1.00708 1370.64

V 436.04 430 431.208 0.20357 -4.83 1.07989 464.35

V Length 2110.31 2118.22 75.40 2111.99

cosine 0.9996 0.9995

SMC 0.9998

K = 5

D E IV R T P (jk + 1)

I 462.35 436 441.27 0.20281 -21.08 0.91864 400.52



n 264.84 261 261.76 0.12031 -3.07 0.95232 248.55

m 1443.02 1523 1507.00 0.69263 63.98 0.99397 1513.82

IV 1370.64 1429 1417.32 0.65141 46.68 1.01946 1456.81

V 464.35 430 436.87 0.20078 -27.48 0.98633 424.12

VLength 2191.96 2175.77 1 86.50 2194.55

cosine 0.9997 0.99%

SMC 0.9999

K = 6

D E IV R T

I 400.52 473 458.50 0.21404 57.97 1.05537 499.19

n 248.55 260 257.71 0.12030 9.15 0.99995 259.98

in 1513.82 1440 1454.76 0.67912 -59.06 0.98049 1411.91

IV 1456.81 1415 1423.36 0.66446 -33.45 1.02003 1443.34

V 424.12 409 412.02 0.19234 -12.09 0.95794 391.79

V Length 2194.55 2129.42 2142.12 1 90.54 2132.37

cosine 0.9995 0.9994

SMC 1

K = 7

D E IV R T

499.19 557.61I 516 512.63 0.23130 13.44 1.08064

n 259.98 265 263.99 0.11911 4.00 0.99010 262.37

in 1411.91 1600 1562.38 0.70494 150.46 1.03802 1660.84

IV 1443.34 1388 1399.06 0.63126 ^4.27 0.95003 1318.64



V 391.79 434 425.55 0.19201 33.76 0.99827 433.25

V Length 2132.37 2238.61 2216.31 1 161.05 2250.49

cosine 0.9982 0.998

SMC 0.9998

K = 8

D E IV R T

I 557.61 481 496.32 0.22853 -61.28 omm 475.25

n 262.37 253 254.87 0.11736 -7.50 0.98526
'

249.27

m 1660.84 1536 1560.96 0.71877 -99.87 1.01960 1566.11

IV 1318.64 1347 1341.32 0.61763 22.68 0.97841 1317.92

V 433.25 406 411.45 0.18945 -21.80 0.98669 400.59

V Length 2250.49 2152.65 2171.72 1 121.56 2153.63

cosine 0.9999 0.9991

SMC 0.9992

K = 9

D E IV R T P(k^)

I 475.25 531 519.85 0.24467 44.59 1.07062 568.50

n 249.27 235 237.85 0.11195 -11.41 0.95390 224.16

in 1566.11 1442 1466.82 0.69039 -99.29 0.96051 1385.06

IV 1317.92 1387 1373.18 0.64631 55.26 1.04644 1451.41

V 400.59 384 387.31 0.1823 -13.27 0.96221 369.49

V Length 2153.63 2118.43 2124.62 1 123.32 2129.54

cosine 0.9986 0.9984

SMC 0.9998
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K= 10

D E /V R T

I 568.50 620 609.7 0.29642 41.19 1.21147 751.11

n 224.16 232 230.43 0.11203 6.26 1.00071 232.16

m 1385.06 1270 1293.01 0.62863 -92.05 0.91054 1156.39

IV 1451.41 1406 1415.08 0.68797 -36.33 1.06445 1496.62

V 369.49 361 362.69 0.17633 -6.79 0.96727 349.18

V Length 2129.54 2039.18 2056.87 107.59 2077.77

cosine 0.9963 0.9993

SMC 1.003

K=ll

D E IV R T

I 751.11 624 649.42 0.31548 -101.69 1.06431 664.13

n 232.16 241 239.23 0.11621 7.06 1.03737 250.00

in 1156.39 1248 1229.67 0.59736 73.28 0.95027 1185.93

IV 1496.62 1438 1449.72 0.70426 4.90 1.02367 1472.04

V 349.18 388 380.23 0.18471 31.05 1.04753 406.44

V Length 2077.77 2055.07 2058.48 1 137.57 2059.64

cosine 0.9998 0.9978

SMC 0.9981

K=12

Pik) D E IV R T PU + i)

I 664.13 670 668.82 0.33833 4.69 1.07243 718.53

cse
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n 250.00 236 238.80 0.12080 -11.20 1.03944 245.30

in 1185.93 1071 1093.98 0.55341 -91.95 0.92641 992.19

IV 1472.04 1425 1434.40 0.72562 -37.63 1.03031 1468.20

V 406.44 381 386.08 0.19530 -20.35 1.05734 402.84

V Length 2059.64 1956.38 1976.80 1 102.14 1969.47

cosine 0.997 0.9996

SMC 1.0025

K= 13

p (k) D E IV R T

I 718.53 639 654.90 0.32637 -63.62 0.96464 616.40

n 245.30 241 241.86 0.12053 -3.44 0.99777 240.46

in 992.19 1149 1117.63 0.55697 125.44 1.00 1156.40

IV 1468.20 1454 1456.84 0.72602 -11.36 1.00055 1454.80

V 402.84 411 409.36 0.20401 6.52 1.04455 429.31

V Length 1969.47 2017.33 2006.61 1 141.31 2018.86

cosine 0.9994 0.^76

SMC 0.9983

K=14

D E IV R T

I 616.40 621 620.08 0.31407 3.67 0.96230 597.59

n 240.46 247 245.69 0.12444 5.22 1.03245 255.01

1156.40 1112 1120.88 0.56773 -35.52 1.01930 1133.46

IV 1454.80 1417 1424.56 0.72154 -30.24 0.99383 1408.26

^^^f
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V Length 2018.86 1963.23 1974.32 1 51.25 1964.29

cosine 1 0.9999

SMC 0.9999

- End -

= = = = = = = = = = = = =^ = = = = = = = = = = = =

From: Marco Canepa [sandeco@tin.it]

Sent: Friday, June 19, 1998 1:51 PM

To: Jay Bai

Subject Re: A Sample of Temporal Dynamic Analysis

Dear Jay

First of all I heartly want to thank you for your comprehensive

clear reply. I had no difficulty at all, so I believe , in understanding

your explanations to your analysis though without entering much in the

mathematical process of your model yet

.

The data I supplied to your courtesy were an experiment, still in

progress, aiming at studying the existence of interrelations between mi-

croorganisms of different species in a controlled environment ( an

aquarium) . Variables such as light, PH, temperature , pollutants etc.

are kept constant thus not representing, de-facto, a variable but a con-

stant value at least at this phase . Variables are the number of individ-

uals of given species only, thus stressing the relations existing between

these species . We are not sure at all a relation exists between all of the

5 species introduced in the controlled environment nor the "weight" of

relations . Maybe the population increase or decrease in "B has noth-

Ji
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ing to do with the values of the other species population. Therefore we

conduct experiment with several aquariums, each with a number of

species between 5 and 10 but variating the composition of the species

.

For example in aquarium "KK we introduced species A C E G I M,

in another species : A B C I M; and so on.

The good news is we do not have to wait till next year. Surveys

are monthly and the 15th observation data are:

i n in iv v

520 234 1120 1404 370

I immediately noticed a correct prediction for IE and IV I is

correct as far as trend, E and V are not very correct.

I think it is a good result with only 14 observations and we cannot

expect to get the right prediction on any observation . Also it is not

granted that I II IE IV V are interrelated so much that a prediction can

be made from their historical series of observations . Also the fall in the

population of II and V could be very temporary , maybe lasted only a

couple of days so that a medium term average would not have even

moved.

That is what I wanted to report to you immediately and want to

point out again how I appreciated your interest for my question . Before

saying anything more I am looking forward to check out your webpage

and look at your model.

Have a joyful day.

Best,

Marco Canepa

sandeco@tin. it

- End -



Jay Bai

From: Jay Bai [bai@gpsr.colostate.edu]

Sent: Monday, June 22 1998 7:38 AM

To: Marco Canepa (E - mail)

Cc: ESA (E-mail); MDSM (E-mail)

Subject Projection for 16th observation

Dear Marco,

This is the second response to your reply last Friday, 6-19-98.

You said in the mail:

"Surveys are monthly and the 15th observation data are:

i n in iv v
520 234 1120 1404 370

Based on your new information , I put the 15th observation to the

MDSM model. The following table is the output

.

Hie projection for 16th observation is:

i n in iv v
460 232 1148 1417 350

Lefs wait and see how close is the projection this time.

Also, you may have down loaded the SMM52 program, by now.

If the output is different from this list, please let me know.

Thanks,

A
cose

qf

^projection

T. Jay BAI, Ph.D.

Table: Projection of observation 16



K= 15

^(15) D E IV R T ^(16)

I 597.59 520 535.51 0.277635 -62.07 0.883982 459.67

n 255.01 234 238.20 0.123494 -16.81 0.992368 232.21

m
111

1 1 11 AC. i ion
iizx) l izz

-

oy U . JOZJ in ii1U, /

/

IV W. 1 ZAJJJD .3 41 1417 OA

v 410.29 370 378.05 0.196002 -32.23 0.945994 350.01

Vector

Length
1964.29 1920.33 1928.86 1 72.82 1927.35

cosine 0.9987 0.9995

SMC 1.0008

-End-

From: Marco Canepa [sandeco@tin.it]

Sent: Wednesday, July 01 1998 11:26 AM
To: Jay Bai

Subject R: Projection for 16th observation

Dear Jay

Here are June last quarter observation ( 16th monthly) data com-

pared to your projection

i n ni iv v
535 237 952 1422 352

460 232 1148 1417 350

3 (n!VV) out of 5 are very good, if not perfect. Is

the system sharpening up

4^



Please acknowledge that I passed you a wrong data concerning

June 3rd quarter (June 22nd in my previous e-mail ) concerning the

value of IE . theright value was 895

.

Warm regards.

Marco Canepa

sandeco@tin. it

- End -

( 5 - 7
1998 6 http:

atlantic . evsc . Virginia. edu/Mailarch/stat-ecol-mh/msg 00067 . html)
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Three month summary

An investment using MultiDimensional Sphere Model (MDSM)

Tliree Month Summary (6/19/98 - 9/18/98)

Dear Colleagues

,

Both vegetation and the stock market are communities vegetation

is a community of plants, and the stock market is a community of

stocks . All the components of a community share the same resources

and compete for the resources; thus, they are mutually independent to

each other. Every single component in the community exhibits an expo-

nential growth.

Based on above presumptions , we have conducted a mutual fund

investment trial since June 19 1998 ( for background information

,

please read MDSM Communication 506 Lefs Have Some Fun ) This

trial was to test and fine tune the Multi-Dimensional Sphere Model

(MDSM), a model originally designed for vegetation science . Follow-

ing is a summary of the test. Table One is the three month summary

based on the weekly report of September 18 1998. The weekly report

(Table Two) is sorted by values of Average Random Investment ( ARI,

see bellow) i.e. A-value

.

In Table One the values of the Best 4 funds ( they were CF-

SAX CUSGX, COLIX, and CUTLX, see Table Two) in the last three

months totaled $ 1610.56. If I could have known and selected these

^^^^^
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funds three months ago, the value of my investment of $ 8.000 would

be $ 8052.80.

On the other hand the Worst 4 funds in last three months were

CTCAX, CNTAX, NGCAX, and CSMDC. The sum of the worst four

was $ 1321 .04. If I had unfortunately selected these four funds, then

the value of my investment would be $ 6605 . 22

.

After setting the Best 4 as 100% and the Worst 4 as 0% , the

MDSM was scoring 78.59% , as its value was $ 7742.90. At the same

time, Average Random Investment ( ARI) was scoring 51 .55% , as its

value was $7351 .51 . The temporary conclusion is that the MDSM per-

formed better than ARI. This test will be continued , and follow up re-

ports will be posted continuously on the MDSM mailing list ( MDSM@
gpsr.colostate.edu) and my home page.

If you are interested in knowing more about the game please visit

the web site. Copies of all the official transaction confirmations from

Liberty Funds Service, Inc. ( Colonial Investors Service) are available

upon request.

Thank you for your attention

.

T. Jay BAI, Ph.D.

Quantitative ecologist

Email jbai@ lamar . colostate . edu

Attachment

Table One: comparison of the Best, MDSM, ARI, and the

Woret.

4^ ^^^f



4 Funds 5x4 Funds
Uinerence trom

Woret
Percentage

Best 4 1610.56 $8052.80 1447.58 100.00%

MDSM20 $7742.90 1137.68 78.59%

ARI20 $7351.51 746.29 51.55%

Worst 4 1321.04 $6605.22 0.00 0.00%

TTie formulae to calculate the percentages are:

(MDSM - Woret)/(Best- Woret), and

(ARI Worst )/( Best - Worst) , respectively.

Table Two. Tree months report of twenty mutual funds sorted by

their returns.

Pta619 Avalue Ashare Mvalue Prt918 A-value M-share M-value

sa 65.375 58.131

TOTAL

($)
8000 7960.79 .51 $7742.90

(OFAX) 9.25 400 43 9.81 22 $0.00

cisax 10.88 400 36.76 1983.22 11.22 50 $0.00

CUSGX 6.(A 400 19K3.22 6.80 $0.00

CQLDC 6.52 400 61.35 1997.18 6.55 $0.00

CUILX 19.97 400 20.08 19.30 $386.58 108.219 $1992.13

C0SK 7.31 43) %.72 6.98 $381.^ $0.00

CSBAX 15.53 400 25.76 14.39 $375.79 S0.00

CQLFX 10.77 400 37.14 10.07 00 $0.00

CGUAX 15.17 400 26.37 14.17 $0.00

cam 7.25 400 55.17 6.62 $365.24 $0.00

SIMAX 13.81 400 28.96 12.51 $362.35 S0.00

Tnree

Montti
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CFGAX 19.54 400 20.47 1997.17 17.45 ©57.22 $0.00

COjGX 21.75 400 18.39 19.36 $356.05 97.95 $1896.31

SRSAX 13.38 400 29.90 11.83 $353.66 $0.00

am 15.11 400 26.47 13.28 $351.56 $0.00

CONAX 13.42 400 29.81 11.55 26 $0.00

ctcax 4.94 400 80.97 4.15 $536.03 $0.00

CNIM 6.44 400 62.11 5.38 m.\6 329.982 $1775.30

NGGAX 9.39 42.60 7.83 $333.55 255.538 $2079.16

CSMK 33.23 400 12.M 26.36 $317.30 $0.00

Where Prc619 are the prices on June 19 1998;

Avalue are the invested values of an Average Random Investment

Ashare are the shares of the AEJ;

Mvalue are my investment on June 19 using MDSM.

Prc918 are the prices of September 18 1998;

A-value are the present values of the ARI;

M-value are the present values of my IRA account using MDSM.

TOTAL is the total value at a given time with a given method.

^ CIFAX was merged into other funds after we started the game, so

it is invalid now. It was included in the table only to keep the analysis

balanced.

1998 9

http //atlantic . evsc . Virginia . edu/Mailarch/stat-

ecol-mh/msg 00076. html

65.375 58.131;



$ 8,000 $ 7,351.51 MDSM

$ 7,960.79 $ 7,742.90,
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Source: Columbia/Liberty Mutual Funds Account Statements

.

Note: MDSM Investment Performance shown is based on a personal IRA ac

count managed by MDSM from June 19 1998 to April 2004.
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Multi-Dimensional Sphere Model and

Vegetation Instantaneous Trend Analysis

Abstract The Multi-Dimensional Sphere Model ( MDSM ) a new

method for multivariate instantaneous trend analysis , is introduced

.

The model handles three subscript data, "" e.g. , for vegetation

analysis , i , j , and k are species , quadrats, and time, respectively.

TTie MDSM uses species , as dimensions of a multi-dimensional space

,

and uses quadrats as points ( vectors ) in the space • The quadrats are

standardized to 1 . by division by their vector length i.e. , the square

root of the sum of the squares of the components of a quadrat, q' d)

-

a/S^(/)
2

. All quadrats are projected onto the unit hypersphere

.

Tliis maintains the composition information of each species for every

quadrat in the data set, and makes all quadrats comparable because

their vector lengths equal 1.0. When performing trend analysis, the

MDSM defines the quotient of components of previous ( k-\) and pre-

sent (k) state vectors as an instantaneous trend at a given time. This

is referred to as a trend vector, and describes vegetation composition

change over time, T(k) / = Z\ k) /Z' {kA) . The components of a trend

vector (here called the value of the species) cany information from

both previous and present states for species and community. This trend

can then be extended to project the future states of the vegetation

,

+ = Z( k )
x T( k ) . The MDSM combines correlation analysis

,

cluster analysis, trend analysis, and prediction of future vegetation

4^ ^^f



states, making it a powerful and promising multivariate analysis

method • The model was tested with data from the Land Condition Trend

Analysis program at Fort Carson in southeastern Colorado . The model

shows promising results for vegetation trend analysis however, geomet-

ric meaning of the vector quotient is not yet clear. To improve our un-

derstanding , comparison with an additive model and a validation analy-

sis are needed.

Key Words: m-space, vector analysis , hypersphere , multivariate

time series, centralization , centroid vector, vector inverse , standard-

ization, state vector, Importance Value, multivariate instantaneous

trend, Trend analysis , trend vector, trend value, similarity coeffi-

cient .

1 • Introduction

With ecosystems under increasing stress worldwide , numerous ef-

forts have been undertaken to monitor changes in the biota. An example

of such an effort is the U.S. Army Land Condition Trend Analysis

(LCTA) program. From a network of thousands of permanent plots on

military installations across the United States and Germany, data are

collected periodically to characterize the natural resources and to track

changes over time. Fort Carson, a 55 ,600-hectare training installation

in the eastern foothills of the Rocky Mountains in central Colorado has

used LCTA to monitor land condition since 1986. Data from Fort Car-

son were used to test a new multivariate analysis model, the Multi-Di-

mensional Sphere Model (MDSM) . The model analyzes multivariate in-

stantaneous trend in a vector form to express the magnitude direction

and rate of instantaneous change in vegetation composition at a given

and.

vegetation
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W
time. In addition to trend analysis, the MDSM is used for correlation

analysis ,
vegetation classification , and system monitoring.

The MDSM was designed for multivariate time series, three sub-

script data Z(jj k )
or three way data. When used for vegetation anal-

ysis, i , j , and k represent species , quadrats, and time, respectively.

MDSM fixes i as the dimension of multivariate space , m- space

groups and combines j to eliminate it from the analysis and performs

trend analysis over time.

The principal advantage of the MDSM over other methods of mul-

tivariate analysis is its use of direction of a multivariate vector, m- vec-

tors, to express the relation between the vegetation . Using m- vectors

,

represented here by bolded letters , MDSM can simultaneously analyze

multiple species independently to reflect composition change . Other

methods of multivariate analysis , such as least squares regression ex-

pressed by the formula

Y = a i\) x (\) + a (2 )
x (2) + ... + a im) x im) + r,

are strongly influenced by a few dominant species . They only re-

flect changes in these dominant species and are not capable of showing

all vegetation composition changes . A second advantage of MDSM is

that it works with species auto-correlation , instead of interrelation.

MDSM emphasizes the study of vegetation state changes over time.

When performing trend analysis, MDSM defines trend (t) as present

over past:

and extends this trend to the next time interval to make a projec-

tion ( p ) based on existing information

= z (k) x T(k) .

A third advantage of the MDSM is that it uses instantaneous

4^



trend, instead of long-term average trend. The time interval is more

flexible , and the results more preciously reflect the vegetation changes

.

Simplicity of calculation is another advantage of the MDSM . All calcu-

lations can be done on a handheld calculator. The MDSM can be de-

scribed simply as an extension of division and percentage calculations

from a scalar to a vector.

The MDSM is demonstrated in this paper with a sample data set of

two species and three quadrats ( Table 1 ) . The multi-dimensional

space, m- space , built from these sample data is a 2-dimensional sur-

face defined by the orthogonal axes of X and Y with three points A

B and D . Hie quadrats A, B , and D are represented as points and

defined by the 2-vectore a = (40, 80) , b= (64,77), and d = (117,

53) in Figure 1

.

T. Jay Bai et al / Ecological Modelling 97 (1997) 75-86

1.0100-

.8 80- H B(64. 77)
A(*0. 80)U >J B'(0.M, OTT)

•6 60-

.4 40-

0(117,53)

0.41)
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r

// \

…
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.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2

Fig. 1 • Data standardization procedure to project data onto the hypersfAere.

Table 1

Simplified quadrat-species matrix on which the MDSM is based.

Vegetation
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Species data are abundance values (e.g. , percent cover, density, or

frequency)

Quadrat A Quadrat B Quadrat D

Species x 40 64 117

Species y 80 77 53

2. Methods

Application of the Multi-Dimensional Sphere Model to vegetation

analysis and synthesis involves four phases quadrat data are divided by

their vector length (standardization) determination of quadrat similari-

ties and clustering of quadrats based on similarities ( centralization )

trend analysis and projection . These four steps are outlined below.

2 . 1 Step 1 Standardization of data by quadrat

Standardization of quadrat data projects the quadrat points from an

m- space to the unit hypersphere by dividing each element of an m-

vector by the vector's length.

L
(q)

The length of a vector is the square root of the sum of the squares

of the elements of a quadrat

L
(q) =^ lQ (l)

2 =\Q\

therefore

, Qui



where Q is the quadrat, Q") is the ith species of the quadrat

,

L(
q) is the vector length of the quadrat represented as I I Q' is the

standardized quadrat, or the projection of the quadrat on the hyper-

sphere , and ^'() is the ith species of the standardized quadrat . In this

paper Q' {\) is referred to as the Importance Value (IV) of ith species

.

It can also be interpreted as the cosine value of ith component in the

standardized vector. This process standardizes the different vector

lengths to unity, while retaining their composition ratio.

The standardization procedure is illustrated in Figure 1 . The two

dimensional space defined by the orthogonal axes of X and Y contains

three points , A, B 9 and D represented as squares . The lengths of

these vectors are:

\A\ = OA=V4Ol + S01 = 78000 = 89

\B\ = OB= V642 + 11
2 = 7 10000 = 100

\D\ = OD = a/ 117
2 + 53

2 = 716498 = 128

Therefore the standardized vectors a' b' , and d' shown as

circles are:

A'
1^1

,4O,80x=
^ 89

= (0.45, 0.90)

B'
_B(0

\B\

64,77
" 100

" (0.64, 0.77)

D'
117,53

128
'= (0.91 0.41)

After standardization , the lengths of standardized vectors are 1

and the end points of these vectors fall on the unit hypersphere

OA' = Vo.452 + 0.902 = 1

OB' = 70.642 + 0.772 = 1

s©iw

aruf
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OD' =70.91 2 + 0.41
2 = 1

The standardized m- vectors retain the same ratio of composition

NJ =0.45:0.89= (40/89) (80/89) =40:80=

^ for m- vector A and

Fig. 2. Cosine values as Similarity Coefficients.

2 . 2 Step 2 Similarity Coefficient

TTie standardized m-vectore a' (0.45 , 0.90), b' = (0.64,

0.77) and d' = (0.91 0.41) are plotted again in Figure 2 • Based on

their components, quadrat B' = (0.64,0.77) is located between A' =

(0.45 0.90) and D'(0.91 0.41), and closer to A' than to Z)'

.

When dimensions are more than two, or the quadrats are numer-

ous, it is impossible to visualize the entire data structure. Consequent-

ly, a similarity coefficient is needed to determine the relative position

4^ ^^^f
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of the quadrats in m- space • The similarity coefficient between two m-

vectors (quadrats) is defined by MDSM as the cosine of the angle be-

tween the two m- vectors ( Gauch 1982, Ludwig and Reynolds , 1988;

Orloci, 1967).

' " = cosZAOB = cosZBOA =
=^

= XM'(i).x B'a)

Where SC is the Similarity Coefficient , and AOB is the angle be-

tween vectors a and b. Because the lengths of the standardized vectors

are one, vector lengths are omitted in the following calculation

SC( a>6) cosZAOB cosZBOA = OF

= (0.45 x 0.64 + 0.90 x 0.77)

= 0.97

arccos0.97 = 13° = ZAOB
Hie angle between a and b is therefore 13 degrees.

SC( a>(f )
= cosZAOD cosZDOA OE

= (0.45 x 0.91 + 0.89 x 0.41)

= 0.77

arccos0.78 =39° = ZBOD
The angle between a and d is therefore 39 degrees. The cosine

value calculated by MDSM shows that point B' is closer to point A'

than to point D' in the 2-space . Tlierefore , quadrat B is more similar

to quadrat A than to quadrat D in species composition

.

2 . 3 Step 3 Clustering Quadrats

In trend analysis , MDSM analyzes vegetation state over time, as

represented by state vectors • To determine a state vector of vegetation

the model groups quadrats based on their coefficients of similarity to

generate a centroid m- vector representing the combined quadrats. We

MDS^M
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assume similar vegetation types will react similarly to environmental

stressore and will have the same trend . A result of quadrat standardiza-

tion or projection onto the hypersphere is the formation of clusters of

quadrats. As an example , Figure 3 shows the projected locations of

three standardized quadrats A' =(0.45 , 0.89) B' =(0.64 , 0.77)

and D' = (0.91 0.41) . B' is closer to A' than to Z)' . If A' and B'

are combined to form a cluster G the coordinates of G would be the

average of A' and B' A' = (0.45 , 0.89) and B = (0.64,

0.77) -

G
A' + B' ,0.45 + 0.64 0.89 + 0.77

2

= (0.54, 0.83)

G must be standardized in the same manner as described previ-

ously. Figure 3 shows that G is the center erf chord A' B' , and G' is

the center of arc A'B'

.

1.0-

•2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 \2. X
Rg. 3. Clustering of the standardized samples on the hypersphere.
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in
2.4 Step 4 Trend Vector

Discussion to this point has been based on quadrats sampled in

the same time period but from different locations . However, for trend

analysis , the MDSM is applied to quadrats sampled in different time

periods but from the same location . We can use the quadrats A and B

to define them as a time series, 1989 to 1993 for example , where 1989

89'= / (0.45 0.89) and 1993 : 93'= 5'(0.64, 0.77). Tlie

2-vectors 89' and 93' are defined as state vectors and represent vege-

tation conditions in 1989 and 1993 from the same location (Figure 4)

.

If the coordinates of the two states are not the same then some changes

in composition has occurred during the sampling period • For natural re-

source monitoring and trend analysis , the following questions become

important:

1 ) What are the magnitude and direction of tre changes in species

composition during the sampling period?

2) If the trend remains the same, what would be the next state of

the vegetation?

3) If the trend remains the same then how long could this system

remain in a steady stata, and when it does shift, what composition

whould it change to?

Even when reasons for the vegetation change are not fully known,

the MDSM assumes that people can make a projection based on present

conditions . This situation can be expressed as:

89'x i =93'

where 89' and 93' are state 2-vectors representing the condition of

vegetation in 1989 and 1993 respectively , and t is the trend vector

representing the combination of the unknown factors that caused the



89'(0.45. 0.89)

2 X
Fig. 4. Vegetation difference and trend from 1989 to 1993, and predicted state for 1997.

vegetation shifted from 1989 to 1993

.

A basic premise of the MDSM is an alternative definition of multi-

plication and division of vectors , which has been used in spreadsheet

software

Current definition

ADDITION:

SUBTRACTION:

MULTIPLICATION

or

DIVISION:

Vector

c(0 =a(0 +b(i)

c(l
-

}
=a(0 -b(0

c = Sa^-) x b(
t )

Matrix

c(")) = A(")) + B("•

cdj)= A(ij)- 1R(i,j)

cd,j) =a(0 x b(
y )

No definition . Exists only for some

square matrices

Alternative definition

MULTIPLICATION c(l) =a(0 x b(

TTie product of two m- vectors is an m- vector in the same m-

space. The elements of the resultant m- vector are the products of the



corresponding elements of the two m- vectors

.

SQUARE: a
2 = axa = a(0

2

DIVISION: c(0 =a(l)/b(0

The quotient of two m- vectors is an m- vector in the same m-

space . The elements of the quotient are the quotients of the correspond-

ing elements of the two m- vectors

.

INVERSION: SL
l = l/a(i)

The inverse of an m- vector is an m- vector in the same m- space

whose elements are the inverse of the elements of the m- vector.

With this alternative definition of multiplication and division of

vectors , the trend vector, t can be expressed as the quotient of 93'

and 89'

if 89'xt = 93'

then t = 93'/89'

t( =93'( /89'( =93(0/l93l x l89l/89(0

The t-value also permits a projection of the next and future values

of the state vectors

B f

x t + r(1) = P(d

and,

B' x t
2
+ r(2) = P( 2 )

B' x t
k + r(k) = P (k) ,

where P^) is the projected future value of a state vector for k

time intervals later, and r is the estimated error. For example , the

time interval for the LCTA data at Fort Carson is four years. The given

sample year was 1993. The prediction formula for the LCTA data is ex-

pressed as:

93' x t + r = 1997
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93' x t
2 + r(2) = 2001

The time interval in the example is four years • The line connect-

ing 89' and 93' in Figure 4 is indicative of the difference between the

two states. TTie slope of the line indicates the direction and rate of

change . The trend vector then operates on the state vector to project the

state at the next time interval and beyond.

The trend vector t in Figure 4 is calculated as follows

t = 93'/89' -

) =93'
(t)

/89'
(t) = (0.64/0.45, 0.77/0.89) = (1.42 0.86)

This trend vector shows that between the sampling dates, species

X increased from 0.45 to 0.64, at a rate of 1 .42; and species Y de-

creased from . 89 to . 77 , at a rate of . 86 . Figure 4 also shows the

dotted line of 89, 93' extended to P")

:

P (l) = l991=B' xt

the values of P(
} ) are:

P (l) = B' xt =(0.64x 1.42 , 0.77 x 0.86) = (0.91, 0.67)

This vector is then standardized giving P(\)'

:

/
>
(i)'=97'= P (1) /I97l

P(iA)' = P (im)/VSP(i ,i)

2

= (0.91/^0.91 2
+ 0.672

,0.67/^0.91 2 + 0.67
2

= (0.81, 0.59)

The MDSM treats each species separately, and all species are in-

cluded in the calculations, even those with comparatively small impor-

tance values. When performing instantaneous trend analysis , the model

compares the present importance value of each species with its previous

value to generate i -values. By comparing all -values, a complete pic-



ture of vegetation community trend at given time can be obtained

.

3.A trial trend analysis

TTie MDSM was applied to a trend analysis using Land Condition

Trend Analysis data from Fort Carson. Results are presented in Table

2 . For this analysis 35 plant species were selected by correlation anal-

ysis and field experience . The correlation analysis was used to ensure

that the selected species were not highly correlated . Species having a

correlation of 0.97 or greater are combined to form a composite

species . Species whose value fluctuates dramatically (from field obser-

vations) were not included in this trial analysis to avoid introducing too

much noise . We did, however, keep a few widely fluctuating species

,

such as Melilotus officinalis to show their activity in MDSM . Data

were obtained from 199 permanent quadrats sampled in 1989 and

1993. To emphasize the trend analysis , all quadrats were combined

and analyzed as one community representing Fort Carson as a whole

.

Table 2

Results of a trial MDSM multivariate instantaneous trend analysis

Species 1989' t-values 1993' 1997 1997' 2001 2001'

Melilotus officinalis 0.0M2 10.5715 0.0440

Bromus japonicus 0.0101 6.1026 0.0615

Sitanion hystrix 0.0203 3.5678 0.0724

Oryzopsis hymenoides 0.0323 2.9095 0.0939 0.2731 0.2233 0.7946 0.1406

Bromus inermus 0.0160 2.0444 0.0327 0.0669 0.0547 0.1368 0.0242

Juncus sp

.

0.0300 1.8238 0.0547 0.0998 0.0816 0.1820 0.0322

1.4994 0.0217 0.0326 0.0266 0.0489 0.0086Salix sp

.

0.0145

Atriplex confertifolia 0.0082 1.4497 0.0119 0.0172 0.0141 0.0250 0.0044
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Sarcobatus vemuculatus 0.0032 1.4436 0.0045 0.0066 0.0054 0.0095 0.0017

Atriplex canescens 0.0097 1.3800 0.0134 0.0185 0.0151 0.0255 0.0045

Franhenia jamesii 0.0107 1.3681 0.0147 0.0200 0.0164 0.0274 0.0049

ChenopodUun incanum 0.0112 1.3404 0.0150 0.0202 0.0165 0.0270 0.0048

Cercocarpus montanus 0.0568 1 . 1870 0.0675 0.0801 0.0655 0.0950 0.0168

Quercus gambelii 0.0672 1.1680 0.0785 0.0916 0.0749 0.1070 0.0189

Pascopynun smithii 0.2018 1.1615 0.2344 0.2722 0.2226 0.3162 0.0559

Oryzopsis micrantha 0.0159 1.1457 0.0182 0.0208 0.0170 0.0239 0.0042

Yucca glaum 0.0406 1.1083 0.0450 0.0498 0.0408 0.0552 0.0098

Pinus edulis 0.2992 1.0781 0.3225 0.3477 0.2483 0.3749 0.0663

Krasdieninnikovia lanaia 0.0140 1.0657 0.0149 0.0159 0.0130 0.0169 0.0030

Aristida purpurea 0.1167 1.0588 0.1236 0.1308 0.1070 0.1385 0.0245

Juniperus monosperma 0.3439 1.0458 0.3597 0.3762 0.3075 0.3934 0.06%

Rhus thilobata 0.0276 1.0345 0.0286 0.0295 0.0241 0.0306 0.0054

Pinus ponderosa 0.0478 1.0236 0.0489 0.0500 0.0409 0.0512 0.0091

Kochia scoparia 0.0365 0.9956 0.0364 0.0362 0.0296 0.0361 0.0064

Stipa sp

.

0.0964 0.9802 0.0945 0.0926 0.0757 0.0908 0.0161

Bouleloua gracilis 0.8238 0.9652 0.7952 0.7675 0.6275 0.7408 0.1311

Andropogon gerardii 0.0276 0.9613 0.0265 0.0255 0.0209 0.0245 0.0043

Bouteloua curtipendula 0.0689 0.9438 0.0651 0.0614 0.0502 0.0580 0.0103

Opuntia imbricata 0.0067 0.8890 0.0059 0.0053 0.0043 0.0047 0.0008

Opuntia polyacantha 0.0246 0.8482 0.0208 0.0177 0.0145 0.0150 0.0027

Hdianthus petiolaris 0.0053 0.7638 0.0040 0.0031 0.0025 0.0024 0.0004

HUaria jamesii 0.0509 0.6625 0.0337 0.0223 0.0183 0.0148 0.0026

Gulienezia sarothrae 0.0338 0.5760 0.0195

Sprorobolus sp . 0.1337 0.5282 0.0706

Salsola kali 0.0672 0.2802 0.0188

Length 1 1 1 1.2231 1 5.6511 1

Trend Index 1.2188

4^



The second and fourth columns in Table 2 are the state 35-vectors

for 1989 and 1993, shown as 1989' and 1993', respectively. These

values are the standardized averages for each species over all 199

quadrats. TTie third column is the trend 35-vector. Hie elements in the

trend vector, t^) are the quotients of 1993
'(;) and 1989' (j) and indi-

cate the ratio of change for a given species during this time period . TTie

expectation for the "value is one. If the "value for a species is equal

to or greater than 1.0 the species' relative importance remained con-

stant or increased over time. Conversely , if the f -value is less than

1.0 the species' importance value decreased over time.

TTie MDSM assumes most species usually behave linearly in a

neighborfiood , ie. , the expectation of f") is one. (Jameson 1986) •

Data from Table 2 were sorted by the i -value in descending order. TTie

top and bottom 10 percent of the i -values that are extremely away from

one were excluded from projection to avoid skewing the projection . Ex-

amples of calculated species trends are: Oryzopsis hymenoides ( f(4)

=

2 . 9095) which increased by a factor of nearly three from 1989 to

1993; and Boutehua gracilis ( f(26) - 0.9652) which decreased

slightly during the same time period . The fifth column in Table 2 is the

projected state 35-vectors for 1997 while the sixth column is the stan-

dardized state 35-vector for 1997. The rows in Table 2 show the

changes for each species over time. For example , the "value for Pas-

copyrum smithii , f( 15 )
= 1.1615 indicates a slight increase over four

years. Its importance value increased from 0.2018 in 1989 to 0.2344

by 1993, while the projected value for 2001 after standardization de-

creased to • 0559 . Hie increase in the projected value for Pascopyrum

smithii and its concomitant decrease in importance value is a unique

feature of the MDSM and can be explained by reference to other species

and.
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in the vector. Trend analysis by the MDSM is based on standardized

vectore that include information from both the original vector lengths

and their elements . The MDSM utilizes not only the ratios of species'

values but also the ratio of the lengths of the m- vectors an indication

of the overall vegetation condition . Although the instantaneous trend in-

dicate the "5) is grater than one, compare with all other species, it'

IV is relatively decreasing. ( Average trend value, pseudo trend index

,

equals to 1 .2. See below.

)

The increase of Pascopyrwn swithii . and decrease of Bouteloua

gracilis two important species in the shortgrass prairie at Fort Carson

may indicate a slight vegetation shift from Bouteloua gracilis to Pas-

copyrum smithii . This shift may be caused by management practices

such as removal of grazing pressure or soil surface damaged by military

vehicles

.

Further analysis of the trend values of Bouteloua gracilis can sup-

ply more information. As t(26 )
= 0.9652 and 0.9652

20 = 0.4924,

MDSM shows that if the decreasing trend of Bouteloua gracilis contin-

ues for another 4 x 20 = 80 years , then this important species may no

longer be dominant in this ecosystem.

Hie average "value of 1 .2188 for 4th to 32nd species, the pseu-

do trend index can be used as a relative indicator of overall condition

to compare different sites. We used this pseudo trend index to label a

map of Fort Carson with colors corresponding to levels of the index

.

The resultant map matched well with both the experience of the range

manager and a usage map of Fort Carson. In another study utilizing the

MDSM on an eleven-year data set, the predicted values were highly

correlated with interpolated values and actual values (r> = 0.94)

.

4^



Conclusions and Discussion

The Multi-Dimensional Sphere Model constructs a unit hyper-

sphere by using species as dimensions , and quadrats as standardized

m- vectors whose endpoints lie on the hypersphere. The MDSM uses the

cosine of the angles between m- vectors as similarity coefficients , indi-

cating the relative position of the quadrats on the hypersphere . It also

uses cosine values to establish the direction of the m- vector, and illus-

trates vegetation changes by comparing the previous and present cosine

values . In other words It is interpreted as instantaneous trend that the

ratio of the m- state vector over time . The MDSM extends the trend to

project the next and future states

.

In the Fort Carson data, the number of quadrats (j) sampled =

199, so there are 199 values for each plant species . MDSM used the

centroid vector, made of averages , instead of a matrix to characterize

the vegetation . This is important, as trend analysis assumes a homoge-

nous community so there would be only one trend for a community at a

given time. The values of the centroid vector and state vector fluctuate

less as the number of quadrats increases

.

MDSM considers the vector direction carries the composition infor-

mation instead of distance . This is reflected in data standardization

.

Standardization also shows that MDSM excludes any specific interaction

between special pairs. Each plant species interacts with every other

species. Q^) reacts with the sum of Q(j) j = 1,2, . . . i , . . . n , in-

cluding i . TTiis interrelation of one to all is reflected in the standardiza-

tion:
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This describes a basic interrelationship of species within a com-

munity.

If we convert BrockwelTs time series to vegetation, then the three

parts of a time series can be expressed as

Z") = t{ h ) + + "U)

where t(k) is the "trend component" , U(\) is a function with

known period referred to as an " seasonal component" , and V( k ) is a

"random noise component" ( Brockwell and Davis , 1991) . The trend

component remains in the data and can be analyzed after MDSM filters

out the " random noise component ( sampling error ) and " seasonal

component (annual component)" by centralization and standardization

,

respectively. MDSM expresses the trend as Instantaneous Trend pre-

sent over past as an extension of ' average changing trend . Instanta-

neous Trend can be calculated for any time interval supported by the

data. This makes the trend analysis more flexible and more accurate

.

In the LCTA example , the time interval for sampling was four

years. The model projected vegetation condition at subsequent four-year

intervals . However, the time interval , k , can be set at any fraction

.

For the LCTA data, when k takes the value of 0.25, t-values are

a

With these -values, the MDSM may be used to project vegetation

condition in consecutive years instead of four-year intervals . It can also

be used to interpolate values for the yeare 1990, 1991 and 1992.

The MDSM allows the investigator to use several scales in data

collection (e.g. using cover and dominance for different species in the

same study) without affecting the trend results . Such scale changes are

a transformation
. Transformations of scale can be useful in classifica-



tion interpretation because dimensions of an ordination can be expanded

to increase resolution

.

There are limitations to the application of the MDSM, because t-

values are derived from the division of state vectors , and the elements

of the state vector cannot be zero . It may be acceptable in some cases

however, to omit species from the analysis that have zero values . An-

other limitation is that the prediction error grows with increasing time

intervals ( Figure 4) . All state vectors have a sampling error which

could be passed to the ^ -values. When t is raised to the power of k for

a projection the error is also raised to the power of k . Thus prediction

accuracy decreases with the size of k. To increase the accuracy of pre-

diction, data must be collected in subsequent years to adjust the pro-

jection, in other word the k value should be kept small ( Jameson

1986)

•

The MDSM projection of future states does not fall on a straight

line because the f-values are raised to the power of k . The projection

line will approximate a straight line only if all values and k are very

close to 1.0. This suggests that the MDSM as trend analysis described

here should not be used to monitor ecosystems undergoing dramatic

changes. When the MDSM is used on a rapidly changing ecosystem

,

and greater accuracy of prediction is required, an additive model, lin-

ear model may be more appropriate • MDSM a multiplicative model

was compared with interpolation , an additive model, using an eleven-

year data set. Results was presented to 49th annual meeting of society

for Ramge Managenent , Wichita Kansas.

MDSM can be used to analyze vegetation trend or changes over

time. Preliminary tests of the MDSM using LCTA vegetation data from

Fort Carson in Colorado show the method to be very promising. Results

94&S94.
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from the MDSM can be interpreted as a measure of successional change

in vegetation . Linkage of the MDSM to succession theory will be useful

in understanding the model. Tilman (1988) developed a theory of veg-

etation change that suggests secondary succession may be due to the

transient dynamics of competitive displacement . A major feature of

Tilman' s theory is that plant life histories are a trade-off between

growth rate and the ability to acquire resources. In early succession

,

rapid growth rates are advantageous for acquisition of territory. In later

successional species , interactions become more important, and only

strong competitors can increase in size. This theory suggests that in dif-

ferent series , species' growth rates are different on average , and that

growth rate can vary for a single species through time, in response to

competition . These changes in growth rates are of value when interpret-

ing succession , and may be approximated ( relative to the community)

by the species transition vectors generated by the MDSM. In another

words the concept of a fixed intrinsic growth rate might be replaced by

an empirical growth rate. Greater significance can be attached to the

results from the MDSM when they are viewed from the standpoint of this

theory of succession

.

Back face

This research was conducted 1994, but published in 1997. There

have some new developments that did not included in the published pa-

per. TTius, the author posted a revised version in web page. Important

concepts are m- space, m- vectors , m- exponential equation . TTiere are

differences between the slop and the ratio, projection and prediction.

But these will be discussed in another paper.
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A Critique of Matrix

Solutions for Ecology

The discussion about "A Critique of Ecology" on Ecol-1 is inter-

esting. I think one of the reasons that ecologists have not been able to

make predictions is that we did not have a suitable tool . When we han-

dle every single variable , we can't find the rules behind the phenome-

na. When we handle the community as a whole using matrices , the

variables can only be treated as linear. The formal name of matrix alge-

bra is linear algebra. It has addition and subtraction , but generally

does not have division or inverse , at least for ecological data. This fatal

limitation has restricted its application on temporal or spatial dynamic

analysis on ecology

.

There is no definite matrix solution for the equation AX = B

,

where A and B are two known sequential states of an ecosystem/com-

munity, and Z is m x m transition matrix that needs to be determined.

We can consider two cases:

lM and B are sample-variable matrices . There is no inverse for

matrix A, thus there is no solution for X = B/A. Furthermore, if

there was no inverse for A then there wouldn' t be an inverse in the

forms of A4'' or YAY\ either. Although these solutions may

be mathematically sound, they won't work for ecology.

The main reason that there is no inverse of a variable-sample ma-



•
trix for ecology is that the rank of the matrix is not full • As long as the

samples were collected from a homogeneous vegetation/community

,

then even if they were sampled randomly , there would not be enough

independent vectors in the matrix. All the samples would be varieties of

the centroid vector. In other words, if the sampling variances were

considered, then there would be only one independent vector in the

matrix . Furthermore if the matrix was not full rank then there would

not be a transformation that could increase the rank.

2) A and B are multi-component vectors , m- vectors , which were

made of averages of the sample-variable matrix over samples but X is

an m x m matrix . Since the number of unknown components , m x m

,

is greater than the number of equations m there are many answers

i.e. no definite answer. The transition matrix X has definite solution

,

only if the number of components that need to be determined is m but

the other m x (m-l) components are either known or zeroes . As we

know nothing about the transition matrix, to determine these values of

the m components those other m x (m-l) components should be set

to zeroes first. Then the next question would be how to locate these m
non-zero components and those mx (m-l) zeroes in the transition ma-

trix X . As there is reproductive isolation" we can assume that the

autocorrelation of a species would be greater than inter correlation with

other species i.e. , I X( iyi ) I > I X(

"

y ) I i = 1,2, . .m, j = 1,2,

. . m , i < > j. Therefore these m non-zero components should be

placed in the diagonal positions of the transition matrix, X"") < > 0
but those m x (m-l) zeroes should be in the off diagonal positions

= 0, i < > j. It means that the transition matrix in ecology

should be in diagonal form, and X( ifi )
= B(i)/A(i) , = 0.
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However, a diagonal matrix is nothing else than a vector. TThis suggests

that the m- vector with division and multiplication may be the correct

tool for temporal dynamic analysis for community ecology.

If we treat our object as a community/system using m- vectors

and describe and analyze them by applying a vector algorithm, then we

might discover some new rules for community/system . Then we could

extend these rules to make projections for the future. Hiis new data

synthesis and analysis method based on m- vectors , named Multi-Di-

mensional Sphere Model(MDSM) was published recently in Ecological

Modelling, 97/1-2, pp. 75-86.

In other words as the exponential growth is the essence of biology

( Vandermeer 1981) we may adjust the exponential growth equation

,

by replacing the intrinsic rate with empirical rate and extending the

mono-species model to a multi-species situation , then we may be able

to use m- exponential equation to make predictions

.

( Bulletin of the Ecological Society of America Vol.79 No 2, April

1998)



Testing an Ecological Model

using Mutual Fund Data

An ecological model, Multi-Dimensional Sphere Model ( MDSM

)

originally developed for Land Condition Trend Analysis (LCTA) was

further tested with mutual fund data. MDSM is a new multivariate data

analysis method based on extended vector analysis . Vectors are the

quantities stating both magnitude and direction . MDSM uses multi

-

component vectors , so it can handle more than three variables simulta-

neously . MDSM has defined vector division so it can manipulate expo-

nential growth • Thus it is suitable for variables in sciences of ecology

financing, information , and economics . When applying to mutual fund

data, MDSM built a multi-dimensional variable space corresponding to

the funds. MDSM expressed the market with a point in the space , and

defined it as market vector. It expressed the magnitude of the market

with the vector length but expressed the state of market with vector di-

rection . MDSM used the quotient of cosine values present over previ-

ous, to express the changing trends of the funds, and traded funds

based on their trend values . The test was conducted from July 1998 to

January 2000 . The returns of an Individual Retirement Account direct-

ed by MDSM were 25.82% and 31 .99% for the first seven months

and the second year, while the average returns of the market were

2.64% and 9.82% , respectively . The conclusion is that this new data

analysis method can be used for vegetation classification , rangeland

monitoring, or temporal dynamic analysis for other systems

.

( 2001
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Vegetation Science and Vector Analysis

Abstract Vegetation is a community of plants. Vegetation with

multi-plant species can be described by multi-component vectors , m-

vectors . An m- vector is a quantity that has magnitude and direction

.

ITie magnitude of the vector expresses the mass of the vegetation \^iile

the direction of the vector expresses the composition of the vegetation.

TTie directions of m- vectors are essential to quantify plant communities

.

Directions can be used for vegetation classification and vegetation dy-

namic analysis

.

Key words: MDSM, m- space , m- vector, vegetation composition

,

community .

•

Introduction

As part of the discussion on Ecol-L about "A Critique for Ecolo-

gy" a commentary entitled "A Critique of Matrix Solutions for Ecolo-

gy" was published in Bulletin of the Ecological Society of America,

April, 1998. Since then, the author has received several responses

about the commentary • Some of these responses suggested that a vector

is a kind of matrix and that the author seemed to be inflating the impor-

tance of the vector.

TTiis essay is to point out the distinction between the usage of vec-

tors and matrices in vegetation analysis. Although both m x 1 matrices



and multi-component vectors , m- vectors , are multicomponent arrays

and an m- vector can be treated as m * 1 matrix sometimes the m- vec-

tor is not an m * 1 matrix . In fact an m- vector is more than an m *

1 matrix. Vectors not only have the magnitude, the same as a matrix,

but also have a direction , and are thus different from a matrix . By def-

inition, a vector is a quantity that has magnitude and direction (Groli-

er 1995) • In Chinese, a vector is called xiangliang, which means di-

rection ( i.e. , xiang) and magnitude ( i.e. , liang) . It is the direc-

tion that makes vectors different from other quantities . It also makes a

difference in applying an m- array to vegetation analysis , with or with-

out direction

.

An Example for Vegetation

TTie following is an example of what the direction of an m- vector

means to vegetation science • In vegetation science people consider the

composition of the vegetation to mean more than the total biomass

.

Imagine, a three dimensional space (3-space) where the three dimen-

sions are Trees, Shrubs, and Grasses . In this 3-space , point A = (3,

1 0) is different from point B = (0, 1 3) although the two have the

same magnitude equal to the square root of 10. How does one distin-

guish two vectors when their magnitudes are the same? TTie answer is to

use the position of the points in 3-space, in other words, the direction

of the 3-vectors in the 3-space • The position of point A or direction of

the vector OA (where is the origin, and A is the point in space) is

closer to the first axis of Trees . Consequently A can be classified as a

woodland . On the other hand B is closer to the third axis of Grasses

and may be classified as grassland . TTie two 3-vectors , A - (3, 1 0)
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and B = (0, 1 3) represent different composition and are different

types of vegetation. For the same reason , point 2A = (6, 2, 0) in the

same 3-space may be classified as woodland the same as A = (3, 1

0) since A and 2A have the same composition ratio, yet A and 2A

have a difference in magnitude. This difference, however, is not es-

sential to separate the two in vegetation science . This difference may be

caused by different sampling areas or different sampling times . For ex-

ample 2A might have twice the sampling area as A did or 2A might

have a wetter sampling year than A did. However, those are minor fac-

tors and would not change the vegetation classification • What is essen-

tial to vegetation analysis is whether A and 2A have the same composi-

tion; that is, whether A and 2A have the same direction in multi-

species space (m- space) ( Gauch , 1982) . Generally speaking, all the

points representing the same vegetation are located on the same ray in

the m- space

.

In other words, all m- vectors representing the same vegetation

have the same direction in the m- space . Just as direction is essential to

a vector, composition is essential to vegetation analysis . Different di-

rections in m- space equate to different vegetation , and the same direc-

tion means the same vegetation . Furthermore , any compositional

change in vegetation can be expressed by changes in vector direction

.

Therefore, vegetation dynamics , changes in composition , can be ex-

pressed by vector rotation in the m- space. People can monitor vegeta-

tion change by monitoring the rotation of the state vector of the vegeta-

tion in the m- space

.

The direction of an m- vector in the m- space can be expressed by

vector's m- cosine values(Gauch, 1982, Jongman et. al. 1995):



Direction A = cosine A(;\ = .

.

= Direction 2A = cosine 2A (j)

i = 1,2, . m
" Wo I

where 14") I is the magnitude of the vector, the square root of

the sum of the squares ( in another field it is also called Shang Gao

Index) • For example , the direction of vector OA and 02A above can

be expressed as

Direction A cosine A(-
x
\ = ~r~A

~
,

Direction 2/1 = cosine 2/1 () - ~r^~A—

r

3 1

A'

10 7l0 /10

6 2 4

740 740 740

We notice that the cosine < A> = cosine <2A > = cosine <

A ' > are also a 3-vectors when A , 2A, and A ' are 3-vectors . These

are their projections on the three axes. Furthermore , the relation be-

tween any two vectors is expressed by a scalar which is the cosine value

between the two vectors , or their projection to each other. For exam-

ple, the

cosine < OA , 02A > = cosineAA-0-2A =1 but the

cosine < OA , OB > = cosineZA-O-B = 1/10 = 0.1.

Using m- vector and m- space , people can build a standard vege-

tation classification system . This system can accept as many species as

required and can handle as many samples as are available . The differ-

ences in sampling size, such as 10 m2
versus 100 m2

, sampling shape,
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such as line versus square, and measurement , such as, weight versus

cover, would be filtered out by standardization. Thus, the only remain-

ing information is the composition

.

As different vectors can have the same magnitude , magnitude by

itself tells us little about the composition of a vegetation. On the other

hand, after knowing direction, people can determine any individual

component or/and the vector magnitude given only a single component.

For example , if we know the type of vegetation was woodland, and the

components of the vegetation were 3, 1 and or direction of the

state vector in the 3-space is ( \— \— ~7= as discussed above
yio /10 /To

then given a shrub value of 2, we can project the vegetation as (6 2,

0) and the magnitude of the vegetation would be calculated as the

square root of 40. This is the principle that the Multi-Dimensional

Sphere Model (MDSM) uses for system dynamic analysis

.

Conclusion

Vegetation occurs as communities , and communities can be accu-

rately expressed as m- vectors . An m- vector is fully described by its

magnitude and direction. Vegetation with m species is fully described

by the magnitude and direction of its m- state vector. The magnitude of

the vector expresses the amount of material , energy, and information

that the vegetation contains , while the direction expresses the distribu-

tion of those material , energy, and information among the m compo-

nents • TTie direction of a vector can be expressed by cosine values . The

cosine value between two vectors expressing their relation is a scalar.

However, the cosine values associated with each of the m axes express-



ing the vector' s direction in the m- space is itself an m- vector. More

specifically, it is the projection of the vegetation on the unit multidi-

mensional sphere

.

(Acta Ecologica Sinica 2002,22(6) 950-953)
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Multidimensional Sphere Model and its

Application to Vegetation Classification

Abstract We introduce application of the Multi-Dimensional Sphere

Model (MDSM) to vegetation classification . Vegetation samples can be

projected as identities in a multi-plant species space . Samples can be

classified by clustering their one to one images in the m- space • MDSM

uses the cosine of the angle formed by two sample vectors in multi-di-

mensional space as a similarity coefficient . Cosine value expresses both

species composition and relative abundance , reflecting the true struc-

ture of vegetation data in the m- space . The use of cosine values for

similarity coefficients is widely accepted by mathematicians and com-

puter scientists
, however, the method has received little evaluation in

the ecological literature . In addition to cosine similarity , the MDSM

procedure uses fuzzy matrix composition to conduct the similarity from a

single member to all members of the group. These two features make

the MDSM classification unique, relative to distance based vegetation

classification methods. In this paper we apply MDSM to vegetation data

and discuss the results. We provide access to an Excel spreadsheet

program which performs MDSM, and to the data used in this paper.

Key Words: multivariate space, MDSM, vector analysis , ^-mode,

normalization, unit hypersphere , chord distance , vegetation cluster

analysis
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Introduction

Multi-Dimensional Sphere Model ( MDSM ) was designed for the

Land Condition Trend Analysis program at Fort Carson Colorado

.

MDSM was first introduced in 1995 as a method for multivariate tempo-

ral dynamic analysis (TDA) or trend analysis , and further explored to

cluster quadrats into groups using cosine values , formed a centroid

based on these groups and then performed trend analysis on vegetation

data. TDA reveals progressive changes in a natural resource such as

vegetation. When used for temporal dynamic analysis , MDSM calcu-

lates each component's changing trend and predicts the future state of

vegetation

.

Classification is useful in landscape management for grouping or

clustering entities based on a measure of similarity ( Gauch 1982)

,

yielding distinct groups which may be useful units for natural resource

management or temporal dynamic analysis . While determination of

groups of samples (clusters) that comprise a coherent unit is often the

purpose of a classification vegetation classification is also a necessary

precursor to TDA. TDA requires a set of relatively homogeneous sam-

ples to provide a single moving trace in m- space . MDSM is a complete

data analysis tool for vegetation resources: it allows the determination

of management units ( clusters ) their changes over time and can be

used to assess data homogeneity

.

In the current paper we discuss in detail the use of cosine value as

a similarity coefficient and report on the use of MDSM for numerical

classification . Further we describe the application of MDSM to a small

vegetation data set. We provide access to an Excel workbook and data

to perform the analyses - The workbook will be used as an outline for

MDSS
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our discussion . Interested readers are encouraged to download the

MDSM workbook at http : //www • cwu . edu/biology/faculty/currentFac-

ulty/cottrell/index . html and study the use of MDSM with the provided

data or their own data.

Background

Vegetation and its expression in multi-dimensional space

As with most multivariate vegetation data analysis , MDSM.consid-

ers vegetation as a multi-dimensional hypervolume , where the m di-

mensions correspond to plant species that make up the vegetation . Ev-

ery vegetation sample is an m- component vector mapped to a point on a

unit hypersphere and samples and points in m- space are related one

to one.

Our vegetation data includes 87 plant species for which we have

cover data, corresponding to 87 dimensions in m- space , here m e-

quals 87 . Six letter abreviations of all plant species are listed in column

A of the Excel workbook page DATA. Our 16 vegetation plots (sam-

ples, or observations) are represented by 16 points in this 87-space.

For example, in the B2-.B88 on the DATA page, the 87 numbers are

ordinates of our sample A, and express position of the sample in 87-

space. Because our data contain 16 plots ( each with numerous

species) we have 16 points (16 position vectore) in the 87-space.

Multidimensional space is visualized as either a sample space ( R
mode) which is based on resemblances between objects , or a variable

space ( Q mode) based on resemblances between descriptors. MDSM
was designed for Q mode analyses in which the first step is to compute

a matrix of association among the samples. This is how we apply MDSM



in classification and trend analysis , however, MDSM allows either ap-

proach in data analysis simply by inverting the data table.

The distribution of the sample points or vectors in multi-dimen-

sional space expresses the important aspects of data structure . Samples

are combined into groups when they are close in the m- space , i.e.

similar . Generally the number of shared species is divided by the total

number of species in the two sites and the similarity coefficient is ex-

pressed as percentage . A threshold similarity value can be specified

,

resulting in the fusion of similar samples into coherent groups, which

are visualized by a dendrogram . Usually vegetation studies require ex-

plicit stand selection criteria to ensure adequate homogeneity among

samples. After data collection , cluster analysis can be used to assess

homogeneity to ensure that samples are similar enough to allow synthe-

sis into meaningful groups . Outliers will be indicated by their failure to

coalesce into the other samples at either a priori or a posteriori speci-

fied threshold levels of similarity . Cluster analysis is thus an explicit

filter that allows the removal of non-homogeneous samples

.

Cosine Similarity Index:

The MDSM workbook includes three separate but integrated units.

The first unit calculates a similarity coefficient ( workbook page S for

similarity) for all samples . The second unit conducts fuzzy matrix com-

position on the calculated similarity coefficients in order to meet the

conductivity requirement . The third unit of the workbook* clusters sam-

ples based on their similarity , and is run iteratively until all clusters

coalesce into a single group.

Similarity coefficients are widely utilized in vegetation science

.

Euclidean distance is one common measure of similarity between sam-

ples (Jongman et al. 1995)

MDS!M
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ED (A , B) =^±( YAj-YBj)
2

where YAi is the abundance value for species i in sample A.

MDSM utilizes an alternative similarity measure called cosine similarity

where the similarity of samples (or clusters) is defined as the cosine of

the angle between their respective vectors . If the total number of

species is m then we can use a dot product to quantitatively express

the abundances of the shared species of any two samples as a measure-

ment of closeness . Here , the closeness of two identities in m- space is

the same as similarity in community ecology (Affifi and Clark, 1984)

.

The dot product is:

where i = 1 2 …

m

Note that in this equation Y indicates the abundance value of compo-

nent i in samples a and b . The combined total number of species in

samples a and b is indicated by m . The product of Yia and equals

zero when either Fia or is zero and is only positive when both sites

are non zero for component i • The maximum value possible for a given

dot product occurs when the component values are identical in the two

samples.

This closeness measure is relativized by division by the maximum

possible dot product . Because sample a is the most similar to itself, its

maximum closeness value is S( ^ x Y^) = S F(ia)
2

, i - l2'*'m
similarly, the maximum closeness value for b is S ( x ) , i =

1 2 … m . The geometric average of these two closeness values is the

square root of the product of the two:

4^

Geometric Average = V S F^2 x S Yh{

where i = 1 2"'m.
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TTiis provides a very good calibration for a similarity measurement

.

Utilizing the dot product of a and b and dividing by the geometric

average , we define our cosine similarity coefficient

5 ' c^ = s(
7fe

x7^ )=C0Sin(a
' b)

where i is the index of species m is the total number of plant species

and Y indicates species abundance or other sampled value. Hiis is ex-

actly the cosine value between the two sample vectors in m- space

.

Interested readers might want to compare this similarity coefficient

value in Q analysis with the correlation coefficient ^ in R analysis

.

Hie similarity coefficient in MDSM is indexed by the total number of

species ( i =1 2, . . . m) while R analysis is indexed by the total

number of samples (j =1 2, . . . n) . Further, the correlation coeffi-

cient i
2

is the cosine value between two variables measured from the

centroid of the sample space . The similarity coefficient in Q analysis

however, is the measurement from the original data, not the data cen-

troid. To further illustrate , below is the correlation coefficient i^:

i?
_ Si((Fai

-y
a)x(Fbr Fb ))

VSj(yar Fa )
2 x l

}
(Yh)-Yh )

2

where n is the total number of samples Y indicates the variable

values and j is the index of samples . R analysis can be seen here to

be(centered) by subtraction of the mean values of Ya and Y^.

Cosine similarity coefficient can also be expressed as product of

two standardized sample vectors , the page entitled COS in the MDSM

Excel worksheet shows similarity coefficients calculated from two stan-

dardized samples:

S . Cob • = S (

m
: x .

bl

) = cos ine(a y b)

where i = 1 2 • • • m •
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The divisors in this equation are the vector lengths, or norms.

Hie workbook calculates vector lengths ( which are the square-root of

the sum of the square, or SSS) and stores them in row 89 of page DA-

TA . The procedure of dividing a vector by its norm converts all vector

lengths to one, causing the projection of all sample points in m- space

to fall on the unit hypersphere. From this, the name Multi-Dimensional

Sphere Model or MDSM is derived

.

The cosine value between any two vectors is calculated in the

workbook by the macro SIMILARITY and stored on the workbook page

S. For example , cell B3 in page S indicates the cosine similarity coef-

ficient (SC) between sample A and B . Cell B17 in page S indicates

the SC between samples A and P and so on.

Since SC^) = 0.6127, and SQ^) = 0.5031 , sample A is

closer (more similar) to B than to P in the 87-space. By checking the

original data and noting species composition we see this is correct.

Clustering method using fuzzy matrix composition

The second and third units of the MDSM workbook cluster samples

based on their similarity in multivariable space • Eventually all the sam-

ples are joined together to form one cluster. TTiis large cluster results

from the progressive joining of individual samples and later, primary

and secondary clusters . The clustering method used by MDSM involves

fuzzy matrix composition ( FMC ) and conducts similarity coefficients

between samples. As an example , this occurs when A is similar to B

and B is similar to C then these similarities can be used to relate A

to C
.
In cluster analysis after A, B, and C cluster into a group, the

decision of whether D should join ABC or EFG is based on the simi-

larity of the entire group with D. The method for joining primary

groups (or sample units) into secondary groups defines the different



clustering methods.

The basic formula used in fuzzy matrix composition is given by

Fta.b) = (MENf(F(aj) F
(j b) ))

in which the elements of the composed fuzzy matrix F2 are the

maximum values of the two corresponding minimum values for each

species in a previous fiizzy matrix F. FMC conducts fiizzy matrix com-

position on the primary similarity matrix S to form F then F
2
then F*

… . until F— is formed. F— represents the final fuzzy matrix of similari-

ty coefficients . In the F— matrix each cluster will have a single similari-

ty with any other cluster, regardless of the number of samples compris-

ing the cluster, and at this stage the matrix meets the requirement of

conductivity and can be used for classification of the data set • Applica-

tion of FMC a number of times equal to or less than half the matrix di-

mension will make the fuzzy similarity matrix meet the conductivity re-

quirement for classification (Wang, 1980) . If the conductivity require-

ment was not met then sample D would have six similarity coefficients

with groups ABC and EFG.

Methods other than fiizzy matrix composition handle multiple simi-

larity coefficients in a variety of ways . Furthest neighbor clustering de-

fines the distance between any two clusters as the greatest distance (or

least similarity) between any two members in the different clusters . A

second common method UPGMA ( unweighted pair group average) uses

the average distance between all member pairs in the two different clus-

ters (Sneath and Sokal, 1973) • Choice of distance coefficients is well

explained in Legendre and Legendre (1998) • While UPGMA, furthest

neighbor, and other methods are more common , we have found several

published records involving use of fuzzy matrix composition in natural

resource management (e.g. Schaefer et al. ,2001) . To date, however,
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fbzzy matrix ccxrposition has not been widely used for ecological questions.

An instructive comparison involves our data matrix prior to appli-

cation of FMC (in the S matrix of the MDSM workbook) to the data

matrix after application of FMC (F— matrix of the workbook) . Refer to

Figure 1 and the Excel workbook , for the following discussion.

Any sample in S matrix has a number of similarity coefficients e-

qual to the number of samples in the data. But in the F_ matrix, sites

may have multiple identical SC. For example , in our vegetation data,

sample /1 in S matrix has 15 different SC's, one with each other sam-

ple. However, in matrix F— sample A has only one similarity coefficient

(0.6355) for all 15 other samples and therefore will join all other sam-

ples at one time ( Figure 1 ) . The late fusion of sample A with all other

samples indicates that it is least similar to the other vegetation samples

.

By contrast sample B from matrix F— has its highest SC (0.9122) with

sample I . This results in the joining of samples B and I • Once B-I

forms, this cluster has an SC of 0.8387 with a large cluster: N-O-M-

G-C-D-F-K and will fuse at this similarity level

.

After application of FMC any sample in the F— matrix will have an

identical SC with all component sites of any other extant cluster. This

illustrates the conductivity of similarity among samples and it also ex-

plains why the samples must have a certain level of homogeneity before

clustering can begin in temporal dynamic analysis of vegetation data.

Example Analysis and Results

The vegetation data

The Algific talus slope data are from a small data set collected in
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1997 and 1998. Data consist of cover values for all vascular plants in a

rare plant community in Iowa, USA. Algific talus slope vegetation oc-

curs on steep unstable talus slopes . These slopes allow cold air

drainage from the permanent ice caves behind the talus, and are no-

table for their prevalance of cold tolerant northern species . Vegetation

cover data were recorded by cover classes , then standardized to the

cover class midpoint . Means calculated from 25 x l/4m2
quadrats com-

prise each sample . Quadrat placement on transects utilized random

starts with following systematic placement . The data set consists of 16

samples and a total of 87 species

.

Algific talus slope clustering results:

MDSM joined the 16 samples into a few primary clusters , while

two samples A and J join at lower similarity coefficients of . 6355

and 0.7000, respectively (Figure 1 ) . All other samples join at simi-

larity coefficients greater than 0.80. Several tightly linked clusters are

evident in the dendrogram including samples N , , and M samples

C and D and samples E and L . Two species, Cystopteris bidbifera

and Impatiens pallida account for most of the data variation . The for-

mer comprises 25% of the total variance , while the latter comprises

51% of total variance . We will briefly discuss the biology of these

clusters here.

Cluster NOM consists of 3 vegetation samples (25 quadrats each)

adjacent to the same cliff system , within 2 km of one another. The

samples were taken on steep and unstable talus sites. The dominant

species in these samples is Cystopteris bidbifera • These three samples

are markedly different from other samples by their small but important

cover values for Solidago flexicaulis a common species in moist woods

of northeast Iowa. However, it is not clear whether S . flexicaulis indi-
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cates any specific abiotic or community attribute about these three sam-

ples. All vegetation data contain a certain amount of stochasticity

some species will be present simply because their seeds fall in an envi-

ronment that is not hostile. On the other hand it is likely that the very

cold soil temperature at all three of these sites results in their similar

vegetation. Hie close proximity and similar geology of these samples

yield similar plant community attributes such as species composition

and abundance -

A second cluster, CD in addition to having large amounts- of the

fern Cystopteris bulbifera both C and D are marked by an abundance

of Rubus ideaus . Both samples are notable for their heavily shaded and

unstable talus . The trailing growth form of R . ideaus allows it to cover

areas not otherwise easily inhabited by other plants. This growth form

might be advantageous in the constantly moving rocky substrate

.

With the addition of sample G the NOM and CD clusters join to

form a major cluster with a similarity coefficient of 0.9125. This group

of 6 samples characterizes the most pristine algiflc vegetation in the

area. Human induced disturbances at all 6 sites were minimal, howev-

er the unstable nature of the steep talus produces frequent natural dis-

turbance events. It is interesting to note that while we interpret the

clusters based on abiotic factors such as stability and soil temperatures

,

measures of these factors were not included in the data base. Thus,

this provides a form of indirect gradient analysis involving clustered

samples.

At the other end of the C. bulbifera- 1, pallida gradient (exclu-

sive of the 2 disjunct samples A and J) , is the cluster ELP . The dis-

tinguishing vegetation feature linking these 3 sites is the dominance of

Impatiens palluki • This species is common on moist wooded slopes of-
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ten on colluvial substrates . In our samples we found that I • pallida is

perhaps more common in areas that are less shady than those dominated

by C . bulhifera , though I . pallida is similarly well adapted to the

loose rocky talus slopes. Impatiens pallida is a highly competitive herb

that can reach impressive heights (1.5 m or more) overtopping and

shading most other forest herbs.

The only other tight cluster formed is that of samples B and I .

These samples are marked by moderate amounts of both C . bulbifera

and I • pallida • Tlieir similarity in composition and abundances par-

ticularly their shared high cover values for Polymnia canadensis result-

ed in their early fusion with one another. We have noticed P.

canadensis is common at cliff bases, perhaps profiting from increased

shading and runoff. Both sites B and I are marked by steep cliffs

which rise abruptly at the upper end of the sampled slopes and by an

associated swath of Polymnia canadensis •

The tight clustering of sites NOMGCD and perhaps also sites F

and K is suggestive that these samples depict heavily shaded Algific

slopes with very cold soils. The remaining samples (again excluding A

and J) are found on less steep talus with perhaps greater solar inci-

dence.

Samples A and J are significantly different from the other 14 sam-

ples. Reference to the species abundance values show that each of

these samples is dominated by a different species which is nowhere

common in the other samples . Sample A is unique in being dominated

by Comus altemifolia . This species is an associate of Acer saccharum

and occurs in moist woodlands, forest margins, and is shade tolerant

-

Sample J is dominated by Eupatorium rugosum an herb found in rich

woods, often at the base of wooded bluffs or on rock outcrops . While
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this herb occurs in other samples, it is nowhere as dominant as in sam-

ple J . Presence of E . rugosum may indicate a level of disturbance not

reached by the other samples. We note too that both samples J and A

had low covers of C . bulbifera and I • pallida further isolating them

from the former samples

.

The exposition of these outliers illustrates an important result of

the application of MDSM to multivariate vegetation data. Discontinu-

ities in vegetation data usually indicate dissimilar habitats or land use

histories . This discontinuity was not immediately evident without use of

a data reduction method. MDSM results suggest that these two outlying

samples should not be treated in the same manner as the other samples

during the development of a management plan for Algific slopes in

northeast Iowa. Management decisions based on an average of all the

sampled algific sites would likely not address the vegetation of the first

14 samples if sites A and J were included . The remaining 14 sites are

more similar and can potentially be addressed by the same management

options . If a finer grain management is desired the clusters with higher

similarity can be used. The use of MDSM as a quality control method

to discriminate outliers is a valuable tool for natural resource land man-

agers.

Discussion and Conclusions

We have provided a brief background to the cosine similarity coef-

ficient utilized by MDSM. We describe the use of fuzzy matrix compo-

sition in clustering samples which are ordered by this similarity coeffi-

cient. The downloadable Excel workbook and provided data set will aid

readers who might be interested in adopting MDSM in their vegetation



resource management programs.

Vegetation data are multi-dimensional and are easily handled as

vectors. Vector direction describes data composition , while vector

length defines element abundances . Vector length can also be viewed

as a measure of magnitude , or energy, when considering, for example

,

range production . While vectors can be of any length (i.e. abundances

can take any value) standardization to unit length in the MDSM pro-

cedure removes this variability from the data. After this standardiza-

tion, vector direction measured by cosine becomes useful as a similarity

coefficient •

In general , as the relative cover of a plant species increases that

species is more descriptive of the vegetation . We should emphasize

,

however that it is the relative cover which is important not the abso-

lute cover. For example , by our cosine similarity measure the three el-

ement vector A = (1,2,3) and a second with the same relative cover

10v4 = (10 20 30) represent the same vegetation . The different

lengths of the vectors of sites A and 10A may simply result from differ-

ent sample areas. For example , sample 10A may contain 10 times the

area of A , or perhaps one was sampled in a dry year and one in a wet

year. It is the vector direction (angle) rather than magnitude , which

carries the essential information of the vegetation . MDSM projects the

points from m- space to a unit hypersphere eliminating the differences

in vector lengths and thereby filters out the noise from sample area and

sample date while emphasizing the vegetation composition . We believe

that the angle between vectors is more germane than distance between

projected sites for vegetation science . Comparison of vegetation ( vec-

tors) can be accomplished by reference solely to the cosine of the angle

between vectors

.
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Using vectors to express the vegetation is the basis of MDSM . To

classify the vegetation samples we cluster their images in /n- space.

These images are generally distributed unevenly in the m- space. Cer-

tain areas of the space will have low densities of samples while others

will have high densities • The goal of a classification is to use the low-

density areas as belts to separate higher density areas. Most classifica-

tion software utilizes some measure of distance or converted distance to

determine cluster membership . Euclidean distance is commonly used

but when a Euclidean distance measure is based on species abundance

it can suffer from the paradox that two communities sharing all their

species may be at a greater Euclidean distance than two communities

sharing no species. This paradox is solved by using the Euclidean dis-

tance between the two points that have been standardized to the unit

hypersphere . This distance is called the chord distance . The essential

part of Orloci's chord distance , however, is the cosine of the angle be-

tween the two site vectors and the information in Orloci's chord distance

is completely captured in the cosine . Use of the cosine of the angle be-

tween two sites is the MDSM approach

.

Once the similarity coefficient between two samples is deter-

mined, the problem of identifying clusters of samples based on this

similarity arises . Our method of fuzzy matrix composition produces re-

sults similar to nearest neighbor clustering. Nearest neighbor clustering

has been criticized for its tendency to produce clusters which link ever

more dissimilar units. This is referred to as the problem of chaining.

We will address this issue in depth in a later paper, but at this point

we suggest that MDSM produces the least variance projection of data

onto the hypersphere . This can be visualized by an example of a bivari-

ate normal sample. Such a sample has a concentration ellipse with its
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long axis on a radius and which can be standardized and projected on-

to the unit circle. The resulting distribution will be the least variance

projection . In this view chaining does not play a role in the classifica-

tion. However, it is possible that if a classification continues until all

samples are included , and some samples are much different than oth-

eis unlike samples will eventually be linked. Careful screening of

samples prior to classification will eliminate these linkages of highly

dissimilar samples

.

We have shown that the fiizzy clustering method applied to the

MDSM cosine similarity coefficient yields interpretable groups when ap-

plied to a data set having both similar samples and samples which are

discontinuous - This method is both theoretically sound and mathemati-

cally simple . We believe that the MDSM procedures are an important

addition to the natural resource management toolbox and could have

wider application to studies of biodiversity

.
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Figure 1 . Dendrogram showing clusters of vegetation samples generated by fiizzy ma-

trix clustering of cosine similarity values. Maximum similarity occurs between sam-

ples N and 0. Samples J and A are outliers and do not coalesce into the larger

group until similarities of 0.7000 and 0.6355.

By Tom R.Cottrell, T.Jay Bai and Dale Shanner.

Dept. of Biologial Sciences , Central Washington University, El-
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1 Introduction

Testing techniques employ a variety of mecfaanisms, automated, tool assisted, and manual, for test gener-

ation. One of the techniques that has gained support and has shown to be useful in a series of empirical

evaluations {5, 6] is a^iti-random testing. The basic premise of ant i-random testing is that in order to

achieve higher coverage (of whatever type) one should, after having exercised a set of tests, now choose

tests that are as different as possible from the tests previously used. Such a strat^y will ensure that tests

are not repeated. The distance measure is Hamming and Cartesian distance. New test patterns are choeen

that maximize this distance.

In previous analyses, this roach has improved code coverage for boundary conditions, and has proved

more efficient than random testing [5, 4].

The basic method has the following two disadvaatag^.

1. The method essentially requires enumeration of tbe input space and computation of distance for

each potential input vector. This prevents scale-up to large test sets and/or long input vectors.

Computations become too expensive.

2. The input vectors on which the anti-random vectors are computed have to be binary. The current

w*y around this problem is to use "checkpoint encoding" (6|. Non-binary inputs are grouped into

partitions which are then given a binary encoding. This binary encoding is used for anti-random

test generation. The anti-random vectors computed axe rn^ped back into the actual input space by
selecting from each of the partitions identified by the binary encoding. Unless the partitions are very

small, ihis approach can lead to the problems identified by [2]. On the other hand, when we have

many small partitions, the size of tbe input vector grows and computation becomes expensive, and
quickly impossible.

Our objective was to find a more efficient method to generate anti-random test patterns that would be
computationally feaable for large input vectors and long sequences of tests. This would enable a promising
technique to be applied to larger problems.



Section 2 illustrates the approach to developing FAR. We start with ao informal example to explain the

basic approach, i. e., the concept of balancing points using the Multidimensional Sphere Model [1]. This

is followed by the explanation of the algorithm and an example of its application. Section 3 analyzes the

complexity of FAR compared to the enumeiative algorithm and evaluates how close the FAR generated

inputs axe compared with those by the enumerative method. Section 4 illustrates a use of FAR made

possible through its speed of computation. One can group & number of inputs as one packed input and

use it to include the effects of dependencies of inputs in the test generation. Section 5 reports on applying

FAR to seven different programs, including packing.

We conclude by sumniaiizing our results and pointing out open questions with r^ards to anti-random

testing in general and the FAR method in particular.

2 Approach

2.1 Method

The anti-random test vector is defined as a vector that has the maximum distance from ail previous vectors

which were applied during a test [5, 6]. For binary vectors, there are two ways to calculate the distance,

Hamming Distance (HD) and the Cartesian Distance (CD). Hamming Distance is defined as the number

of corresponding bits that are different between two binary vectors. The Cartesian Distance between two

vectors Am and Bm is defined as:

CD(AMtBM ) = {/{Am - BMf + (Aw _, - BM^f + … + {A x
- Bx f.

For example, for two binary vectors A=[1,1,0] and B=[0,1,1], the Hamming Distance between the vectors

is 2 (the fiist and third bits differ). Their Cartesian Distance is^O - l)s + (1 - l)2 + (1 - 0)
2 =\/5.

Exhaustive anti-random test generation calculates the Hamming Distance (HD) and Cartesian Distance

(CD) for all potential input test vectors. The Fast Anti-Random (FAR) approach generates new test

sequences by centralizing all existing ioput test vectors into one test vector. A centroid vector of a set

of vectors is their average. Next, FAR finds all potential input test vectors that are orthogonal to the

centralized vector. Vectors are orthogonal if their dot product is zero. Finally, FAR finds an anti-random

vector with maximum distance from the centroid vector.

Let M be the number of bits in each input vector. M is the dimension of the input space. Let N be

the number of such vectors (i. e" the length of the test sequence). The set of all M-bit binary vectors

defines a Euclidean M-space, and can be denoted by 2M . The elements of 2
M

,
points in the M-space, are

called A/-vectore. The FAR algorithm finds a new point in M-space, provided N points, to make the N+l
points distributed as evenly as possible in the M-space. It is interpreted as finding a point with maximum
distance from the existing N points in A/-space[5].

A test sequence of N vectors is a sampling of the M-dimensiona] space with 2
M

points in this space

[lj. FAR constructs an Anti-random test sequence that balances the points in this space, given the known

test sequence ofN vectors.

To illustrate the concept of balanced space, Figure 1 shows a three dimensional binary space with a

total of eight possible points in the space. Vectors A, B and D represent three given points in the space.

Vector C is the centroid vector of A, B and D. If the centroid vector is rounded to binary integers, then

vector C is the same as vector A. The property of the centroid vector is that it has the minimum distance

to all the existing vectors. Therefore, one of the orthogonal vectors to the centroid vector will have the

maximum distance to all existing vectors. In Figure 1, vector F is the orthogonal vector of the centroid

vector and has the maximum distance to vectors A, B and D. Vector F is the anti-random vector. The

vectors A, F are symmetrical to each other. So are B and D. This makes the three dimensional space

balanced. Table 1 shows the sum of Caxtesiao distance between all vectors in the space to vectors A, B
and D. Vector F has indeed the largest distance to the existing vectors.

More formally, the FAR method consists of the following thiee steps:

1- Centralization: This step determines the centroid vector of the random test sequence by using the

Mrdtidimensional Sphere Model [1]. This involves calculating the average of the N vectors, then

rounding the resulting values to or 1. Given N binary test vectors, first sum the N vectors, then



A. 8 and D are

existing vectors in

the space

Vectors Vector A Vector B Vector D CD

(0,0,0) 1 1 W2 +y/2

(0,1,0) y/2

(1,0,1) 1 yf2 1 W2 W2
(1,1,1) 1 sT2 1

F(0,0,1) /2 1

Table 1 The Cartesian distance between vectors

divide the vector sum by N. The result is the centroid vector, a vector whose elements are between

and 1. Because we need a binary vector, we project these floating-point numbers into binary numbers

by rounding either down to or up to 1. This projection between a floating point number and a

binary one will introduce truncation error. This is shown in Figure 1 as the change of from the

centroid vector C to the binary centroid vector A.

FAR rounds vector elements to for values less than 0.5. if they are greater it rounds them to 1. If

the value equals 0.5 FAR randomly selects either or 1. This creates a binary centroid vector,

2. Orthogonal Vector Calculation: This step finds all orthogonal vectors to the centroid vector. The

"vector farthest from the centroid vector will be as orthogonal vector, making orthogonality a necessary

condition to being farthest away. Two vectors are orthogonal, if and only if their dot product is zero[7].

Orthogonal vectors include those with maximum distance provided all vectors are nonnegative. Not

all orthogonal vectors will have maximum distance to the centroid vector, but the vector with the

maximum distance is orthogonal to the centroid.

3. Maximum Distance Calculation: Since all new test vectors generated are orthogonal to the given

centroid vector, the orthogonal vector with the maximum vector length will have the maximum
distance. For binary vectors this is the vector containing the most l's.

For implementation, steps 2 and 3 can be combined, as inverting the binary centroid will result in as

orthogonal vector with maximum distance.

During the process of centralization, a centroid vector bit might be 0.5. This means that the space

is balanced with respect to that particular vector element. When a vector element in the centroid vector

becomes 0.5, FAR randomly selects it to be or 1. When generating an anti-random test sequence based

4^



in
on the centred, FAR iterates until all vector elements in the centred vector become 0.5, implying the

M-Sface is balanced. While the FAR algorithm is an approximation, it is fairly effective until the centroid

vector has too many entries of 0.5 (the space is balanced.) Thus we would expect to use the FAR algorithm

in cases where enumeration i5 not possible and the input space is large. The concept of a balanced space

prorides & natural stopping criterion for this tedinique.

2.2 Example

Let us now illustrate with an ex&mple how to generate a six bit anti-random vector when given five input

test vectors. Assume a six dimensional input space (M = 6) with five input test vectors (N = 5). The

existing teet vectors are given in Table 2. We now use FAR to generate anti-random vectors to these test

vectore.

The Test Vectors

A=(1,1,1,0,1,0]

==

B= [0,1,0,1,1,0]

C=[1,0,0,0,1,1]

D=[0,1,1,0,0,0]

E=ll 0lj

Table 2 Tht existing test sequence

Step 1: Centralization: Find the centroid vector X of the five given test vectors. Vector X is the average

of vectors A throu^i E. Vector X' is the rounded binary centroid vector. The computation of vectore X
and X' is shown in Table 3.

Centroid Vector X Calculation

X=(A+B+C+D-»-E)/5

=[3,3,2,l,3,2)/5

=l.6,.6,.4,.2,.6,.4

Corresponding Binary Centroid X
'=[1,1,0,0,1,0]

Table 3: The centralization procedure and the binary centroid X'

Step 2 Orthogonal Vector Calculation: Find all vectors in Af-space that are orthc^onal to the centred

vector X'. The list of all the orthogonal vectors is shown in Table 4.

Step 3: Maximom Distance Calculation: Next, FAR finds the orthogonal vector that has maximum

vector length, i. e, the binary vector containing the most l's. For this example, Xl=(0,0,l,l,0,lj contains

the moet l's, therefore, it is the aoti-random vector for X'.

3 Evaluation of FAR

3.1 Computational Complexity of FAR

We compare the computational complexity between the exhaustive search algorithm and the search algo-

rithm proposed here in FAR. The exhaustive anti-r&ndom t«st generation is completed by first obtaining a

binary teBt aequence Next, find a new test vector for which the sum of Hamming distance and Cartesian

distance from all previous vectore is greatest. However, calculating the total Hamming distance and tot&l

Cartesian distance generally requires enumeration of the input space and distance computation for eadi



Orthogonal

Vectors

X1=[0,0,1,1,0,1J

X2=(0,0,0,l,0,l]

X3=[0,0,l,0,0,l]

X4=[0 ) )
l,l,0,0j

X5=[0,0,0,0,0,l]

X6=[0,0,l,0,0,0]

X7=[0,0,0,l,0,0]

X8=[0,0,0,0,0,0]

Table 4: All vectors that are orthogonal to X'

potential input vector. Since there are 2
M-N potential input vectors,

binary vector, and N being the length of the test sequence given), the complexity of exhaustive calcttlatioQ

then becomes of the order (2
M-N)*N.

Conversely, the FAR algorithm is based on the calculation of the centroid vector. Given N test inputs

with M bits, the FAR algorithm treats the given test sequence as a two dimensional array of size N*Af. It

first sums each column of the two dimensional array and then divides it by the number of rows to obtain

a centroid vector. It then rounds each bit of the centroid vector to or 1. A new anti-random vector is

constructed by inverting each bit of the centroid vector. Therefore, the FAR algorithm only requires on the

order of ^V*M calculations. Thirty sets of anti-random generations were run to illustrate the complexity of

the FAR algorithm, as compared to an exhaustive search algorithm. In each run we generated 200 binary

vectors, each with a bit length of 15. We used the FAR algorithm to find one anti-random vector based

on 200 teat vectors and then compared the result with an anti-random vector generated by the exhaustive

search algorithm. In the experiment, M is 15 and N is 200, then the complexity of the exhaustive search

algorithm becomes on the order of (2
1S
-200)*200, or 6.5*106 . By comparison, the complexity of FAR is

only on the order of 3000. Therefore, we would expect that in this study, the cost for generating one

anti-random vector using the exhaustive search algorithm will be 3 degrees of magnitude higher than the

aoti-random vector generated by FAR. Figure 2 shows the cost of finding one anti-random test vector using

the FAR algorithm versus the exhaustive search algorithm, as measured in CPU time. The X axis is the

number of experiments and the Y axis is the CPU time.

* • * » «-* -
- U-—- - U- - -I

K

FAR At|onihm

Number ol" Trials

Figure 2: The CPU time of FAR algorithm vs. exhaustive algorithm
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As expected, the results shew that the cost for generating one anti-random vector using the exhaustive

search algorithm is indeed 3 orders of magnitude higher than the FAR algorithm.

3.2 Quality of FAR

Because FAR uses an ^proximation of the centroid vector by rounding bits to or 1 a rounding error will

occur when ^ven an even number of input test vectors. On the other hand, the cost for generating the anti-

random test sequence using the FAR algorithm is low compared to the exhaustive seardi algorithm. Thus

we are interested in examining the quality of the anti-random vectors generated by the FAR algorithm.

The quality of the anti-random vector generated by FAR is measured by the distance between the vector

generated by FAR and that generated by the exhaustive search algorithm from the same set of existing

test inputs. The same data described in section 3.1. was used to measure the quality of the anti-raodom

vectors generated by FAR. Figure 3 shows the differences in the anti-random vectors generated by FAR
versus using the exhaustive searcb algorithm. Distance is measured in tetms of the Hamming distance of

the two anU-random vectors. The X axis identifies each run in the sequence, while the Y axis shows the

Hamming distance between the anti-random vector generated by the FAR algorithm versus the exhaustive

search algorithm for a given run.

* Figure 3: Quality of FAR algorithm vs. exhaustive algorithm

The results show that for the majority of experiments, the Hamming distance between the anti-random

vector generated by the FAR algorithm and the exhaustive searcb aigorithin is zero. There are only two

cases where Hamming distance between the anti-random vector generated by FAR versus the exhaustive

searcb algorithm is more than 1. Given that the FAR algorithm is three degrees of m^nitude faster than

exhaustive search, we conclude that the overall performance of the FAR algorithm by Car exceeds that of

the exhaustive search algorithm.

4 Input Packing

fa testing we often have to deal with the issue of retained state [3], that is, tbe same test input pattern can

generate different execution behavior depending on its order in the sequence. When testing for coverage,

this can make a huge difference in what parts of the code get executed. In this case we are interested

in generating sequences of tests, rather than single, independent input patterns. Therefore, the key to

successful testing is generating appropriate sequences. Usually, even a finite window of sequences is better

than a single, independent generation. Because of the speed of the FAR generation method, we can generate

test sequences of desired length through packing. Packing of size k is defined as concatenating k input

patterns of size M into one new input of size kM. When packing, we are modeling sequences of test inputs,



of length k. A packed input with packing size k is called a scenario segment. For packed input, FAR

generates new scenario segments that are as far away from the current usage pattern as possible.

Packing can be expected to be beneficial in situations where code execution depends heavily on the

order in which a series of inputs is applied in addition to the value of the individual input. Optimal packing

size is problem dependent and currently must be determined by the tester.

Most programs will have state dependent aspects. In situations with small input space (for example, &

Tic-Tac-Toe game), this can lead to exhaustive testing of all inputs without full code coverage. Applying

packing increases the input space of low dimensional input vectors and alleviates this situation.

5 Applications

We have applied the FAR technique to test code written in VHDL, a hardware design language. Each of

the VHDL programs represents a model of a hardware design. We selected this language for our empirical

investigation, because its input variables (signals) are binary vectors. Using the FAR technique we generated

ennmerative computation is clearly out of the question. The FAR algorithm quickly handled even the larger

Using seven different VHDL models, we performed an empirical study which generated a series of

random test cases first, then created anti-random test sequences for these tests. Table 5 lists for each

model its name, the number of lines of VHDL code, the number of branches, the number of control bits

and the number of data bits.

Name LOC Branches Control Data

bOl 115 28 1 2

b03 141 27 4

b04 80 17 3 9

b08 130 33 2 8

blO 167 44 3 8

bl3 296 79 8

sys7 3785 591 7 62 j

Table 5 Benchmark characteristics

For each model, we compared anti-random testing versus random testing. First, we applied random

tests to each model followed by an anti-random test. We compared the branch coverage increase of the anti-

random test against cases where a random test was followed by another random test with the same number

of inputs is for the anti-random strategy, so that the total number of patterns for both setups are the

same. Table 6 shows the branch coverage after the first phase (random test), the branch coverage after the

second phase(ran<lom test), and the percentage increase after the second phase. Table 7 shows the branch

coverage after the first phase (random test), the branch coverage after the second phase (anti-random test),

and the percentage increase after the second phase.

Figure 4a shows the graph for a branch coverage increase from applying a set of random test sequences

followed by another set of random test sequences. Figure 4b shows the branch coverage increase when

applying the same set of random test sequences followed by a set of anti-random test sequences. The X
axis of Figure 4 is branch coverage percent for seven different models at the end of phase 1. The Y axis of

Figure 4 is the percentage increase after the second phase of the test.

Figure 5 is the curve fitted graph of the comparison of Figure 4a and Figure 4b. The solid line is the

case where a random test sequence was followed by more random test inputs. The dashed line represents

the case where a random teat sequence was followed by anti-random test inputs. The X axis of Figure 5 is

the branch coverage in percent for the seven models after executing the random patterns of phase 1. The
Y axis is the percent increase in brancb coverage after the second phase of the test. We used this format to
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Name bOl b03 b04 b08 blO bl3 sy87

First Phase

(Random Tfest) 89.29 77.78 70.59 72.73 70.45 69.62 57.53

Second Phase

(Random Test) 89.29 77.78 70.59 72.73 72.73 69.62 70.05

Branch Coverage

Increase 2.28 12.52

Table 6 Random test followed by random test

Name bOl b03 b04 b08 blO bl3 sys7

First Phase

(Random Test) 89.29 77.78 70.59 72.73 70.45 69.62 57.53

Second Phase

(Anti-random Test) 92.86 77.78 76.47 72.73 70.45 69.62 6971
Brandi Coverage

Increase 3.57 5.88 12.18

Table 7 Random test followed by antKrandom test

visualize the effect of the coverage level at the beginning of phase 2 on possible further coverage. Usually,

it is harder to achieve additional coverage once a certain coverage level is reached.

The results show that using anti-random tests after a set of random test sequences tended to improve

branch coverage, as opposed to using further random test sequences. It is not, however, a strong result in

favor of anti-random testing. The amount of coverage increase for anti-random versus random testing in

the second phase was more for two models, less for two models, and was the same for three models. This

could be due to the issue of retained state, or ordering of inputs, particularly since the VHDL models that

show the least improvement have state-dependent code.

To investigate this further, we used the sys7 model to evaluate the effectiveness of packing. The sys7

mode) is a highly state sensitive model where the order of the test patterns executed will have a significant

impact on branch coverage increase.

The FAR algorithm generates an antj-raudom test sequence very quickly even with a big A/-8pace.

This allowed us to use packing to improve the branch coverage of the sys7 model. In the first phase of the

experiment we treated the model with 200 random test sequences, and then generated 25 anti-random test

sequences using packing 6izes k of 1, 5, 10 15 20, 25 and 30 of the original input vectors.

In the second phase of the study, we treated the sys7 model with 25 anti-random test sequences that

with different seeds lor generating the random test vectors. In the same set up, we also tested the case

where 225 random tests were applied to the model, and measured the branch coverage for each test. In this

way we wanted to average the effect of the random seed used for the random test generation. The average

branch coverage of the 19 runs for each packing size compared to the 225 random tests is shown in Table

8. Anti-random testing improved branch coverage in all cases over pure random testing. The amount of

improvement varied with the packing sze.

Figure 6 graphs the average branch coverage in percent for each packing size for the sys7 model. The
X axis is the packing size. The Y axis is the branch coverage in percent. From the figure, we can clearly

tell that the order of the test inputs in the sequence of execution had an impact on branch coverage. The
two beet packing sizes for the eys7 program are either relatively small (k=5) or large (k=30). We believe

packing nze is problem and code structure dependent.
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Figure 4: The graph of branch coverage increase
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Figure 5: The curve fitted graph of Figure 4

6 Conclusion

We demonstrated a Fast Anti-Random Test generation algorithm that is able to improve test covorage of

branches. It can be used to generate single, independent input patterns, or sequences of related inputs via

packing. This paper shows its use on VHDL as the application language. When applying it to programs
with more

into the representation required for the actual input to the program. This mapping could potentially be
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Packing

Size 225 random 5 10 15 20 25 30

Average

Branch Cov. 67.78 67.97 68.52 67.85 67.86 67.86 68.06 68.19

Table 8: Average branch coverage for each packing size

E«K*var>nt of Packing Size on SYS7 moM
06 6

f

p 1 1 1

as.4 -

67 9

Figure 6: Effectiveness of packing size on sys7 model

checkpoint encoding. [6].

While our small study was not able to adiieve large improvements in branch coverage, as for example

reported in [5, 6). several things must be considered.

• Baaed on work by Hamlet, et al. 2] and Tsoukalas, et al. [8] we cannot expect any single testing

technique to be consistently superior. Thus anti-random testing will not always be the "better"

technique. When it is advisable, it is of coarse important to have a fast implementation like FAR.

• Packing improved FAR's performacce in uncovering new branches. The best packing aze depends

on the code under test (its state transition behavior).

• Even if only moderate increases in branch coverage axe possible, this should be compared to how

many mote random tests one would have to execute to achieve the same coverage as via anti-randcnn

testing. Such a comparison would indicate the amount savings in test execution and validation.

Ultimately, one would want to combine a testing technique like FAR with a stepping rule (e. g. (3]),

so that it will be used only as long as it yields results. Secondly, each testing technique should come with

rales of thumb when their use is likely to b€ advantageous. For anti-random testing we are working on

both of these issues.
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Jay Bai, Dave Anderson, Bob Brozka, Dave Kowalski

FROM: Mary Huwa

SUBJECT: Ownership of Model Developed by Jay Bai

Per discussions at our meeting on March 1 8, 1 994, conc«rmnf own«ri^ of

the computer model developed by Jay Bsi, I contacted Ltgtl Counsd at Coloftdo

Stats University for an opinion. I was referred to Ktti^etn Byinfton, Prtwdtnt,

Colorado State University Research Fo^idation (CSURF). CSUf!F provMts cepyrifht

and patent policy expertise for CSU. I spoke with Ms. Bytnfton about th« istut vt>A

wa* asked to submit a one-page summary of tht situation. She then oonNrrtd witfi

Jim Brown, At«st»nt Vice Pretrdtnt f«f R«M«rcH/PM«m StM
Univtrsfty. Their opinion is that own«f9Np of tht me(M betenff with Irmtr Mw^ti
Univtrtity.

Any communications referencing the model shcufd cr«dtt Inner Mongolia

University. Any distribution would be subject to th«ir approvfl.

cc: Bob Shaw

Gary Belew
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United States

Securities and Exchange Commission

Central Regional Office

1801 California Street

Suite 1500

Denver, Colorado 80202-2656

August 30,2005

VIA CERTIFIED MAIL

Dr. Tugjayzhab J. Bai

615 Joanne Sl

Ft. Collins, CO 80524-3684

Re: MDSM Excelerator Hedge Group and MDSM Excelerator Benchmark Group

Dear Dr. Bai:

It has come to our attention that you were involved in the above-mentioned private

offerings. We would like to meet with you to discuss these offerings. You should be aware that

you are not required to participate in any such meeting or provide any information to the staff of

the Commission. However, ifyou choose to voluntarily meet with the staff, please contact Paula

Weisz at (303) 844-1088 to arrange a convenient time to meet in our office at 1801 California

Street, Suite 1500, Denver. We also ask that you bring the following records to the meeting.

1 . Copies of all offering documents and any other advertisements or promotional,

pamphlets, or materials regarding MDSM Excelerator Hedge Group or the MDSM
Excelerator BenchmaA Group distributed to more than one person.

2 Records supporting MDSM's performance as referenced in the brochure entitled, "The

New Frontier of Investing."

3. A list of current and past investors in the two MDSM offerings together with addresses,

telephone numbers, and amounts invested.

Ifyou have any questions, please call Paula Weisz or Bill Johnson at (303 844-1000

Sincerely,

Dale E. Coffin, Assistant Regional Director

Investment Company/Investment Adviser Regulator

Enclosure: SEC 1662
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